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FINDING THE RIGHT FUNDER 

FOR YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS 

IS VITAL. ALDERMORE HAS 

ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS ONE OF 

THE LEADING ASSET FINANCE 

PROVIDES IN THE MARKET.

Since 2010 the business has grown from 

a standing start to now funding assets in 

excess of £700m, it has a balance sheet 

of over £350m and currently enjoys 

a 1.5% market share, although the 

intention is to increase this signifi cantly 

during 2013. 

The current product portfolio includes 

hire purchase, leasing, contract hire and 

loans and in the very near future the 

launch of a variable rate product which 

will include day to day and balanced 

payments options. This will allow brokers 

and vendors to offer added value 

products and services to their clients.

The broker panel currently in place 

will be expanded signifi cantly during 

2013 and Aldermore is welcoming new 

applications. Applications can be made 

via the website www.aldermore.co.uk/

intermediaries or by calling the offi ce 

on 0118 955 6622. There is also a team 

of dedicated business development 

managers who are based all across 

the UK. They have the expertise and 

experience to assist you in servicing 

your client base.

The key asset verticals for 

Aldermore are:

Construction

Materials Handling

Professions

Block Discounting, Transfer of Contract 

& Agency fi nancing structures

Refi nance

Aldermore is very much open for 

business and is accelerating its growth 

plans partially as a result of the exit of 

ING from the marketplace. The team 

based in Apex Plaza, Reading currently 

stands at 70 with a view to increase 

that number signifi cantly in 2013 to 

accommodate the anticipated increases 

in new business proposals.

This growing team will also be supported 

with new technology in the shape of the 

‘APP’ – Aldermore Proposal Portal. This 

new proposal system will allow for greater 

speed in credit decision making, 3rd 

party document generation and more 

effi cient pay-outs.

Aldermore has already proved itself to be 

a serious contender in the asset fi nance 

market. It prides itself on being reliable, 

straightforward, dynamic and innovative 

with the products and service they offer and 

have the ambition and drive to succeed.

Further information about Aldermore 

can be found at www.aldermore.co.uk. 

To hear more about Aldermore Asset 

Finance, watch George Ashworth, 

Managing Director, talking about the 

business on YouTube at: 

http://youtu.be/Y7cUjKzLEIo

Visit:

www.aldermore.co.uk
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PREFACE: NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCIAL

FINANCE BROKERS

NACFB sees strong growth in the asset finance industry during

2012

BY ADAM TYLER, NACFB CHIEF EXECUTIVE

At the National Association of Commercial Finance Brokers

(NACFB), we have some very encouraging figures from our

latest annual survey of our members. 

There has been a 100% increase in written asset and

equipment finance business over the last 12 months from our

member brokers, as well as a 20% increase in NACFB asset

finance member numbers.

These figures go hand in hand with a reported increase in

activity. Our asset finance brokers in particular have seen more activity and more

funders coming into the market, and these figures are in line with the growth in

our membership of this division over the last 12 months.

Similarly positive messages can be found in statistics from the Finance & Leasing

Association (FLA). Brokers introduced 16% more business to lenders over a 12-

month period, reaching a sum of £3.4 billion.

The average deal size climbed from £45,252 to £64,596, and the average amount

of business done by each broker doubled, to over £2 million.

There has been an enormous effort behind the scenes by my fellow members of

the Board of Directors in raising the profile of the NACFB amongst various

government departments and trade bodies, and making them aware of the

various alternative forms of finance that are available in the marketplace today.

For the next 12 months, the NACFB will be building on the work we began in

2012. Our national hub in conjunction with the Federation of Small Businesses,

more training and new functions at the NACFB website, our Small Business

Finance Directory, and a number of forthcoming tie-ups, all cover a wide range of

activity, but all share the same aim: to straighten the path between small

businesses and the money they need to grow and prosper.

On October 3 Adam Tyler, CEO of the NACFB, was presented with the
prestigious ‘Outstanding Contribution to the Leasing Industry’ award in
recognition of the tireless work that the NACFB has carried out in raising the
profile of the professional broker and its continued efforts to promote the broker
market.
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PREFACE: BVRLA LEASING BROKERS

“A record year” for BVRLA brokers

MARTIN BROWN, CHAIRMAN OF THE BRITISH VEHICLE RENTAL AND LEASING ASSOCIATION

(BVRLA) LEASING BROKER COMMITTEE, LOOKS AT THE VEHICLE BROKER MARKET

Martin Brown is chairman of the British Vehicle Rental and Leasing

Association (BVRLA) Leasing Broker Committee and managing director of

Fleet Alliance, a leading UK fleet management provider.

The BVRLA established a membership category for vehicle brokers in the

early 2000s in recognition that brokers and funders were working ever more

closely, and to establish clear objectives for a mutually beneficial partnership. 

By 2007, with membership exceeding the 100 mark, the association decided

to form a Leasing Broker Committee. This was followed by the launch of an

online accreditation scheme for broker sales staff with the aim of raising

standards within the sector.

From the start, the fact that BVRLA vehicle leasing brokers had for the first time a fully supportive

“parent” body dedicated to car leasing (as compared to general asset broking) was of significance

– and paid dividends when the current recession hit.

Martin Brown was appointed as chairman of the Leasing Broker Committee in 2011, having been a

committee member for some years previously. “When I became chairman,” he told Asset Finance

International, “the committee had already established a firm level of maturity and some banks

were already beginning to re-engage with brokers following the credit crunch. In fact only one

funder, Lombard Vehicle Management, had actually withdrawn support for BVRLA brokers whilst

all the other key funders such as Lex Autolease, Arval and LeasePlan had stayed loyal to the

association’s brokers.”

He added: “Following the credit crunch the funders did amend their criteria somewhat. Whereas

previously their approach had been to go for virtually unlimited volume, now, having realigned their

books, their criteria changed and required a closer working relationship with brokers.”

The BVRLA currently has around 130 broker members and Brown stressed that a noticeable trend

is for funders and brokers to “work together at shaping the sector from within”. “We have

succeeded in improving relationships with motor manufacturers, motor dealers and other OEM

bodies. We keep members up to date with all regulatory changes, such as the upcoming plan to

force leasing brokers and other credit intermediaries to disclose the commission they receive to

consumers.”

Having worked effectively to ensure that the standards maintained by BVRLA leasing broker

members remain high, Brown stressed that the committee has been exploring ways of promoting

the benefits of using only a BVRLA member to customers, funders and motor manufacturers. This

work has led to some funders deciding that they will only appoint BVRLA-accredited brokers – and

caused a number of motor manufacturers to review how they can best promote the use of BVRLA

members to their dealer networks.

In addition, the committee has been busy preparing a BVRLA guide to standard quotations and

contracts which includes advice and sample clauses that can be used when drafting terms and

conditions for a standard broker quotation or contract. “It also,” Brown said, “provides some

practical tips aimed at ensuring the terms of the contract are enforceable.”

Next year will see the adoption of a new BVRLA Leasing Broker Code of Conduct, developed in

conjunction with the committee. It will contains a customer charter that sets out what people can

expect when dealing with a broker and also includes more detail about the role brokers play at the

end of contract.

Brown confirmed that 2011 had been “a very good year” for the leasing broker market, with many

BVRLA members reporting strong performances. Despite the rather dismal national economic

outlook he remains bullish for 2012. By way of personal example he quotes Fleet Alliance, for

which 2011 was “a record year and so far 2012 is not too far behind”.

“Brokers,” he said, “are a robust part of the vehicle leasing market – we are endeavouring to

ensure they have an ever larger part to play.” 
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MARKET REVIEW

Introduction 

This inaugural Nostrum review of the UK asset finance brokers’ and

independent lessors’ industry aims to provide a comprehensive and forward-

looking assessment of the market, its current and future drivers and key

industry issues. This is the first such Review sponsored by Nostrum Group in

what is anticipated will become a standard for the industry. It has been

compiled with the assistance and support of the National Association of

Commercial Finance Brokers (NACFB), the British Vehicle Rental and Leasing

Association (BVRLA) and individual brokers and funders.

The UK asset finance broker movement was something of a marginal body

until the late 1980s. It really began a meteoric growth in the early 1990s when,

as a result of the contemporary recession, lenders began cutting back their

new business sales staff – and their high street premises. Instead, they increasingly turned to

brokers to supply them with new business proposals. 

Lenders, customarily cagey of broker-introduced business, became more reassured in doing so as

brokers more readily accepted trade association codes of practice. At the same time there was a

growing trend for brokers to expand by recruiting the trained new business staff shed by the

traditional finance houses such as Mercantile Credit, Capital Bank and others.

When pondering the future of the UK broker sector it is worth bearing in mind the extreme

unlikelihood of asset lenders reverting back to employing large swathes of account representatives

and reopening branches in every town that has a football team (as in the past). Given that, the

future of the sector is more assured than it might currently seem.

There are around 250 asset finance brokers that are currently active in the UK, excluding

commercial mortgage brokers – an area not covered in this market review. The trade association

with the greatest number of members is the NACFB, with currently 218 directly involved in asset

finance. One important sector is that of fleet leasing, and specialist brokers in this field are

represented by the BVRLA.

The following sections include an evaluation of the market from both the broker and funder

viewpoints, coverage of the latest developments in lending, technology, and legal and regulatory

matters, as well as listings of brokers, funders and suppliers to the broking market. 

ING Lease

As this Review goes to press, the industry is in the process of evaluating the effect of the

unexpected announcement by ING Lease (UK) that it has withdrawn from the UK market. As ING

was the largest single lessor in the broker-derived asset finance market, with an estimated £1bn

annual provision, this will have a profound effect on brokers and lessors alike. However, this

review largely covers the industry over the period prior to this particular decision as well as looking

forward to the coming months, and the real impact of the ING move will only become apparent in

time – this will undoubtedly be analysed in the next Review.   

Asset finance sector overview

It is difficult to give an assessment of the size of the overall broker market as it is unregulated. The

need to broaden regulation and the proposals that have been put forward to achieve this are

covered in greater depth later. However, the fact that this market is of considerable size and

importance is undeniable, in particular to small and medium-sized businesses (SMEs) but also to

the UK economy as a whole. 

Another indisputable fact is that the economy remains depressed, although signs of a slow

recovery are appearing, and the biggest problem for SMEs is still cash flow and access to liquidity.

Bank loans continue to be the largest provider of funding, but since the recession many banks

have withdrawn facilities and reduced sales forces.

However, the situation is not by any means gloomy. Data from the UK Finance & Leasing

Association (FLA) show that the total asset finance market grew by 9% in the second quarter of

2012, with more than 50,000 businesses investing in new equipment using leasing. More

agreements were made through commercial finance brokers, up by 14% in the quarter. 
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Growth has continued into Q3 according to the FLA, with a rise of 4% in July 2012 compared with

the previous year. This coincided with the rise reported by the recent BRDC Continental SME

Finance Monitor, which showed a five percentage point increase over the last year to 23% in the

number of firms seeking external finance that say they are considering using asset finance. 

Over the next 12 months, the FLA’s confidence survey of asset finance senior executives shows

that 74% expect a slight increase in business investment, and 79% a similar increase in funding

availability. Some 91% of respondents expect an increase in lending to SMEs – which accounted

for 59% or £3.1bn of new business in Q2 2012. Asset finance lenders expect modest growth in

new business over the next 12 months in all of the finance channels – broker, vendor and direct. 

Geraldine Kilkelly, head of research and chief economist at the FLA, said: “Almost £6 of every £10

lent goes to SMEs. The latest BRDC Finance Monitor, showing growth in the number of SMEs

considering using asset finance, supports our members’ assessment that business to SMEs will

increase over the next year.”

Julian Rose, head of Asset Finance at the FLA, pointed

out that “awareness of the benefits of asset finance is

growing among small and medium-sized businesses,

and many businesses are finding the finance they need

through one of the over 500 commercial finance brokers

across the country.” These are listed in the new online

Small Business Finance Directory, produced with the

support of the FLA and the NACFB. The Directory also

lists banks and other finance companies providing

finance direct to small businesses and commercial

finance brokers who act as introducers. It has

proved very successful in putting UK businesses in

contact with funders and brokers across the UK and

helped many businesses with their funding

problems. 
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“Awareness of the benefits of asset finance

is growing among small and medium-sized

businesses” JULIAN ROSE

Table 1: Total asset finance business, and extracts of breakdown by asset class
July  2012 % change 3 months % change 12 months % change 

on July 2011 to July 2012 on prev. year to July 2012 on prev. year

Plant and machinery finance (£m) 389 +20 1,126 +14 4,176 +14

Commercial vehicle finance (£m) 345 0 1,114 +5 4,658 +15

IT equipment finance (£m) 104 +31 371 +44 1,333 +26

Business equipment finance (£m) 135 +7 461 -6 2,027 +5

Car finance (£m) 598 -2 1,858 +8 6,529 +7

Total excl. high value (£m) 1,770 +4 5,406 +6 20,652 +11

Total FLA asset finance (£m) 1,818 +4 5,610 +4 21,645 +4

Source: FLA 

Julian Rose



Broker business increases

In spite of the continuing uncertainties in the economy and the financial markets, brokers have

managed to increase the amount of business they are writing. According to the NACFB, business

written by its members to SMEs has risen for the third year running, to a total of nearly £9 billion.

The average deal size has increased, according to the latest NACFB Annual Report and Accounts,

to £64,596.

The 2012 NACFB member survey has revealed, in the 12 months from August 2011 to July 2012:

• 100% increase in asset and equipment finance from NACFB brokers;

• 4% increase in total activity, to £8.98 billion;

• Short-term lending has increased again, by over 40%.

Commenting on the results, NACFB chief executive Adam Tyler said: “We

have continued to see the SME community struggling to raise funding whilst

being faced with increased costs. Our latest figures reveal the true position of

both excellent and vulnerable businesses across the whole of the UK.

“Despite many lenders’ protestations that they are lending more than ever,

these figures reveal what anecdotal evidence has already shown: that funding

for businesses is still hard to access, but it has improved, if you know where

to look. The NACFB has 83 different commercial lenders that are part of its

1,000-member organization. We are very pleased to report that there has

been an increase in lending over the last 12 months; this is now coming from a wider variety of

lenders and is also being lent in a real variety of ways.”

By far the largest increase was in the leasing and asset finance sector, with the total more than

doubling to over £2bn. Tyler commented: “Asset finance went up by 100%. Our asset finance

brokers, in particular, have seen an increase in activity and these figures are in line with a growth in

our membership of this division over the last 12 months. We have once again seen a good growth

in short-term lending of over 40%.”

One disappointment was the vehicle finance sector, at least as far as NACFB brokers were

concerned, with a 25% drop in business. However, there are areas of potential growth, as detailed

later.

Tyler concluded his assessment of the survey results by saying: “Around 90% of small businesses

bank with the four main high street banks; when it comes to borrowing, SMEs, with our guidance,

are now reaching out to a wider variety of lenders. These businesses need to feel confident when

they are considering borrowing, and the NACFB is there on a national basis to fill any voids left in

funding for UK SMEs."

The NACFB also uses this survey information when lobbying Westminster to help give an accurate

picture to ministers and to underline areas of concern with funding lines.  
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Table 2: Business levels, selected sectors, 2011/2012 

Aug 2010–Jul 2011 (£) Aug 2011–Jul 2012 (£) Year-on-year %

Leasing & asset finance 1,027,142,233 2,057,133,277 100.28

Invoice finance 951,165,294 927,312,722 -2.51

Vehicle finance 306,055,817 228,855,400 -25.22

Development (new) 2,585,114,421 1,326,462,117 -48.69

Grand total 8,629,786,026 8,983,082,911 4.09

Source: NACFB

Adam Tyler

“When it comes to borrowing, SMEs, with

our guidance, are now reaching out to a

wider variety of lenders” ADAM TYLER



Government incentives

Non-bank lending taskforce

The Department for Business, Innovation and Skills established an

independent taskforce on non-bank lending, chaired by Tim Breedon, CEO

of Legal & General, to look at alternative and sustainable finance sources,

particularly for SMEs, and the barriers to their development. The taskforce

published its proposals in March 2012 (‘Boosting Finance Options for

Business’, http://www.bis.gov.uk/policies/enterprise-and-business-

support/access-to-finance/taskforce, © Crown copyright 2012).

The taskforce commented: “As things stand, there is a risk that the supply

of finance for investment and working capital will not match demand as

firms seek to increase production. Banks remain essential in providing credit to the economy, but

the stock of bank lending has reduced over the last three years, and there remains a significant

funding challenge for banks as a result of regulation at national and international level which is

likely to further restrict the availability of credit. 

“The arguments for alternative sources of finance are strong. More diverse financing gives

businesses greater choice, promotes competition amongst finance providers, potentially reducing

cost, and leads to greater resilience in the financial system.”

The taskforce’s report to Business Secretary Vince Cable contained the following main

recommendations:

• Increase awareness of alternative financing by creating a single brand and a single

business support agency to deliver the government's range of SME finance

programmes; 

• Industry to establish a Business Finance Advice network, comprising the main

accountancy bodies; 

• Open up access to capital markets financing for smaller companies through the

creation of a body to bundle and securitise SME loans; 

• Consider the potential for the government's Business Finance Partnership (see below)

to invest in innovative products such as mezzanine loan funds and peer-to-peer

lending;

• Encourage large businesses to support smaller companies by reinforcing prompt

payment practices, supporting greater use of invoice discounting and utilising supply

chain financing to invest in smaller suppliers;

• Government and industry to review the impact of international prudential regulation

such as bank and insurance capital rules on the supply of SME finance; and

• Increase the UK retail investor appetite for corporate bonds.

Vince Cable said: “We need to reshape the UK’s finance landscape to better serve the needs of

ordinary businesses, helping more companies find the support they need to start and grow.”

The report anticipates growth in demand for finance as the economy recovers, and the expected

constraint on availability from banks as they deleverage could create a finance gap for businesses

of between £84 billion and £191 billion over the next five years. The taskforce’s recommendations

on increasing the supply and take-up of alternative sources of finance are aimed at closing this

gap. 

The government’s response, published later in March, “welcomes the taskforce’s report and

agrees that more can, and should, be done to build alternative markets and unlock new pools of

capital. The government agrees with the analysis set out in the report … and commits to work with

businesses and the broader finance community to address these important objectives.” 
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“We need to reshape the UK’s finance landscape to better serve

the needs of ordinary businesses, helping more companies find

the support they need to start and grow.” VINCE CABLE



Funder surveys

A more proactive approach from government is certainly needed, according

to a recent survey carried out by United Trust Bank among brokers operating

in the bridging, development finance and asset finance sectors. The results,

released in August, showed that 82% of brokers felt that the government

could be doing more to get the UK economy back on its feet. 67% of brokers

responding to the survey indicated that the current economic climate has had

a negative effect on their business, with 75% describing the three-year

outlook for the UK economic climate as ‘unsettled’. However, 25% of brokers

suggested that their business had been positively affected by the economic

climate.

Commenting on the research findings Harley Kagan, managing director of United Trust Bank said:

“It’s clear from this research that most brokers want more action from the government to get the

economy moving forwards. Although some brokers have taken advantage of the economic turmoil

and seen opportunities to grow their businesses, many want more support during this economic

downturn. However, it does seem there’s little appetite for a further reduction in interest rates.”

Another survey of leasing finance brokers carried out by funder Investec Asset Finance and

published in August revealed confidence in business growth, finding that “49.1% of brokers

believe that their business volumes will increase between 5-15% in the next 12 months, whereas

28.1% believe that their business volumes will increase by more than 15%. Whilst 22.8% of

brokers said that their business would stay at current levels, none of the respondents (0%) believe

that their business would decline in the next 12 months.”

Business Finance Partnership

The £1.2 billion Business Finance Partnership (BFP) is a government scheme

aims to ease the flow of credit to businesses in the UK by helping to diversify

the sources of finance available to them. It is part of a £21 billion programme

of credit easing measures announced in Autumn Statement 2011 to support

SMEs that do not have ready access to capital markets. The government has

already committed to spend £700 million through managed funds that lend

directly to mid-sized businesses in the UK.

Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills, Vince Cable, said: “It’s

important we make finance available to small businesses through alternative

lending channels to help firms access the support they need to start and grow.

“The Business Finance Partnership will help to develop alternative channels in the mid-term so

businesses have access to more diverse finance options, and help to reshape the UK’s finance

landscape to better serve the needs of ordinary businesses.”

In May 2012 the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills issued a request for proposals for

the £100 million Small Business Tranche of the BFP. The NACFB has submitted a proposal to be

the conduit for this funding. The Association’s ongoing work at Westminster and the relationships

that it has built with SME trade bodies have helped it to be considered for the scheme. 

In the opinion of the FLA’s Julian Rose: “The government has rightly included asset finance in its

programme of measures to ease the flow of credit to small businesses. Expanding those measures

– for example the new Funding for Lending Scheme – to include a wider range of asset finance

companies would help even more businesses to invest.”
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“The government has rightly included asset finance in its

programme of measures to ease the flow of credit to small

businesses. Expanding those measures – for example the new

Funding for Lending Scheme – to include a wider range of asset

finance companies would help even more businesses to invest.”
JULIAN ROSE

Harley Kagan
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Challenges for asset finance

Heading up any review of the challenges that the market has faced over the last 12 months and

which it continues to face, is that of liquidity. The lack of funding has been, and remains, the

biggest single restraint on small and medium-sized businesses. Most SMEs require cash flow

more than ever at present and traditional lenders have not been providing this. For many firms,

there is an urgent need for refinancing and traditional banks do not have the systems in place to

provide finance quickly enough and anyway are not prepared to lend on such terms.

Looking at the market, the situation is not one of an absence of funders, or not enough

professional brokers with whom to do business. However, as the viewpoints from both brokers

and funders expressed in the following sections attest, greater flexibility is needed from both

sides. There is, as one broker put it, “far too much regulation and not enough education.” On all

sides – brokers, funders and also customers – there should be a greater understanding of all the

available financing options. Brokers can do better business in the longer term by going for the best

funding rather than the best commission, and by there being a mutual appreciation by both

brokers and funders of each other’s specialisms. From here, the situation should be that the banks

become the lenders of last resort, rather than first resort. 

Sector analysis

Survey participant breakdown

Of the brokers surveyed for this Review by Asset Finance International, the majority were active in

the cars and commercial vehicles sectors; plant and machinery was next largest in representation,

followed by IT and other sectors. Most participants were active in more than one sector. 
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Chart 1: Broker participation by sector

Cars 30%
Others 9%

IT 9%

P&M 23%

CV 29%

Source: Asset Finance International



Sector potential

For this Review, participants were asked to indicate the sectors they viewed

as offering positive growth potential, and those that did not, and why. Opinion

was spread, with no one sector standing out from the pack as either a

hotspot or one to avoid; that said, brokers saw areas of opportunity within

most sectors, in particular automotive. 

On the other hand, the funders tended to be even-handed in their view of the

sectors in which they are active, and understandably dismissive of the sectors

in which they do not participate. Stephen Bassett of Arkle Finance simply

said: “Without exception they are all just normal sectors for us and we have

no particular emphasis on any of them.” Robert Murray of Private & Commercial Finance Group

was more specific: “We are very focused on plant & machinery, yellow goods and automotive; the

others are of no interest to us.” For Funding Circle, Laura McMullen said: “It’s a ‘yes’ to all

categories except the public sector, provided the business is strong enough and can afford the

loan.” Paul Bartley of Close Leasing saw positive signs in all sectors apart from solar power,

healthcare and the public sector. Regarding the sectors in which Aldermore Asset Finance is

active, George Ashworth was optimistic about plant & machinery, IT & technology and recycling,

but less so for yellow goods and automotive.

Plant & machinery

This sector was viewed as neutral overall – a steady and reliable, if

unspectacular, performer. However, there were more optimistic views, with

Nick Simpson of Asset Finance Solutions reckoning: “Manufacturing and

precision engineering are having a good time at the moment.” Another going

against the flow was First Capital Finance’s David Mogg, who also saw

opportunities, particularly in precision engineering. 

Graham Hill at GHA Finance and Mike Deacon at Asset Based Finance and

Leasing were more neutral. Graham Hill remarked that: “There is always a

degree of interest in this market”, while Mike Deacon saw longer-term

potential: “There is always demand here, despite ‘Rusting Britain’. The replacement cycle is

overdue to be broken since 2008 – borrowers are just cautious. They prefer to pay to keep people

not buy or lease assets right now, waiting for improvement. A steady, not a hot sector.” Stewart

Shirtliff at Victor Finance Group was less confident, saying: “There still does not appear to be the

confidence to invest.” For the funders, George Ashworth of Aldermore pointed out that “new and

used machine tool finance is good.”

Yellow goods

The yellow goods market is in many ways subject to the same economic

conditions as P&M, and therefore it is no surprise that, overall, it too is

regarded as a steady, neutral performer, largely dependent on the prospects

for an upturn in the construction sector. Stewart Shirtliff saw opportunities for

the sector, and noted similar conditions regarding the replacement cycle as

Mike Deacon identified for P&M, saying that there were signs of new

contracts as renewal was long overdue. 

David Mogg also saw signs of green shoots: “Construction is still subdued

but is starting to pick up.”  In Nick Simpson’s opinion, this is “a very

competitive market to do business in.” Mike Deacon and Graham Hill again noted that this is a

sector in which there is always demand, but Mike Deacon pointed out that: “Despite HMG’s desire

to loosen planning on home extensions, really demand is static and undeveloped land banks are

being held by developers and banks alike. This will be static until construction booms again. Might

be a long wait.” George Ashworth was not too hopeful, adding: “This sector is slow, given low

government spending.”
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Automotive

The car sector was seen as a hotspot by Stewart Shirtliff, who identified the

market drivers as: “New registrations.  Company car drivers looking for new

cars with lower CO2 emissions to reduce the company car tax burden.”  It

was also a positive for Graham Hill, who found the underlying factors to be:

“Strong sterling; import pull from China; the prospect of vehicle dumping in

the UK (due to excess stock).” Nick Simpson was another with a positive

slant, but with the caution: “It’s showing signs of cooling, with less activity

particularly on the prestige side.” On the other hand, David Mogg felt that the

sector was: “Not for brokers and many dealers tell us they are quiet.

Subsidised car manufacturer schemes (rate and RVs) are often very difficult to

compete with”; this was echoed by Mike Deacon, who felt it was “a steady, unspectacular

market.” Funder George Ashworth saw “low personal disposable income as savings rationing

increases” as a hindrance.

Although neutral on cars, David Mogg saw light commercial vehicles (LCVs) as a hotspot, again in

part due to overdue replacement cycles: “These are workhorses that have to be replaced. Some

customers may have delayed replacement, but this can’t go on forever. We have also funded a fair

number of vans for new start companies – perhaps a good economic barometer.” Nick Simpson

was also positive, but added that there is “a sausage factory mentality, with many proposals

seen.”  In the neutral camp was Mike Deacon, who noted that: “It’s mature and generally not

exciting, but it’s a bedrock of asset finance and leasing in the UK. Fuel duty rises for hauliers and

logistics/transport companies is dampening demand.” Graham Hill also noted that the market is

flat, as companies are recirculating used vehicles. George Ashworth viewed LCVs as “better than

cars, but there’s still low activity in new registrations.”     

Green assets

Green leasing is being widely hailed as an attractive sector for asset funders

looking for profitable diversification. Certainly, there is considerable

investment momentum behind the renewable energy, energy efficiency, green

fleet and equipment recycling areas, and sound opportunities exist for asset

lenders seeking to enter the sector. The fleet sector in particular has seen a

clear increase as fleet decision makers act on the message that going green

means substantial cost savings. 

Asset finance’s flexibility makes it a good fit for the financing requirements of

green projects, and asset financiers increasingly are being required to

provide, arrange or manage innovative solutions for clients. The opportunity for substantial

rewards may be there for the taking for forward-looking players. Nevertheless, there are also

considerable risks in a sector with a short track record and limited experience. Technology risk,

operational risk, performance and payback risk and changing government policies all signal

wariness. 

The brokers surveyed largely erred on the side of healthy caution, particularly the non-fleet

players. Most do not view green leasing as the “holy grail” for brokers. Some were dubious of

government intentions; others were doubtful of the realistic risk/return scenarios. 

An exception here is Steve Green at Clear Asset Finance, who viewed the potential for green asset

finance as key: “Over the past 12 months we have gained an enormous amount of knowledge and

have made some great connections with equipment suppliers and non-mainstream funders.

Alternative funding is the key to overcoming barriers faced within the green energy sector; a

standard finance lease is not always the answer. The projects tend to have a longer lead time and

the paperwork can be very labour intensive, especially when agreeing terms within an Energy

Performance Certificate (EPC). The level of expertise required and slow conversion process may

not fit every broker’s or lessor’s business model. We have created a division within our business

headed up by Chris Barker and it is the combination of his qualifications and asset finance

background that has made our entry into the green energy market a more informed experience,

although we are learning all the time.” 
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Nick Simpson of Asset Finance Solutions also views the sector as positive, but points out that,

although there has been more activity in the sector over the last 12 months, it’s “still very difficult

to get deals done.” He elaborated by saying: “You need to take the time to develop knowledge of

the sector before you enter to identify the areas that have the greatest potential. Time also needs

to be spent with funders, as this is a new market.”

There was considerably stronger support for the green fleet market, with, for example, Martin

Brown of Fleet Alliance stating: “Brokers ignoring the green message will simply fail!”

Positive viewpoints came from Mike Deacon, Martin Brown and Graham Hill. Mike Deacon listed

the pros as: “Better visibility, implicit Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) benefits, and

encouragement by government to ‘go green’.”

On the other hand, he also noted cons: “Lenders are often asked to consider higher risk SME

clients and therefore rejection rates are high; lack of industry knowledge; lack of customer facing

experience, especially by underwriters.” He went on to note that the latter is “the biggest problem

of the past 15 years, where all direct experience has been lost and underwriters are ‘cold’ in terms

of broad product and customer management expertise.”

Martin Brown listed the benefits of green leasing for cars: “For cars, green leasing has been a

reality for many years.  Green fleet means:

• Low company car tax for drivers;

• Fuel-efficient vehicles;

• Lower fleet running costs for companies;

• Lowering the carbon footprint.”

Graham Hill struck a balance between the importance of the green agenda and the part it can play

for brokers against the harsh economic realities we are all facing: “The green agenda should

certainly not be written off. It has become a key part of the decision making process, if only to

assess the effect on personal taxation rather than a need to create a cleaner planet. Brokers

should certainly advise customers on the green credentials of cars they quote on, and by providing

more information there is a greater chance of retaining the customer. Electric cars still have a way

to go and I see no serious impact within the next five years. Whilst we are still in a recession, and

likely to remain so for the next few years, car finance will continue to be cost-driven at the expense

of green objectives.”

His views on the future for electric cars were also reflected by Graham Prince at Neva Consultants:

“I can see electric vehicles becoming more prominent but this will not add to our profits; it will just

replace the petrol/diesel vehicles that are being funded at present.”

Others remain to be convinced. Mike Lloyd of Central Contracts was forthright in his view that

green leasing was not a hot area, declaring: “I am a cynic.  The ‘green agenda’ is more about

raising taxation income that actually bringing about long-term change.” 

Ray Wells of First for Business took a cautious approach: “Green issues are an emotive subject

and much depends on government thinking, which seems to change from time to time.”  His

uncertainty was echoed by Stratford Corporate Finance’s Brian Ward, who said apropos of solar

power that “the world is uncertain and there are so many people who have gone wrong by

depending entirely on their calculations on that tariff / grant that they will never make a profit.

However, we are looking at the more sensible proposals.” 
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Richard Perry at First Capital Finance summed up the overall market appetite

and limitations to a market that is still in evolution: “This is not an area we are

particularly involved in, other than seeing the occasional deal from time to

time. As it stands currently, there does not appear to be a great deal of

appetite in the market as the risk, real or perceived, is perhaps still unknown

and / or unproven. Brokers can only write this business if funders wish to

participate. It could be that this may not suit the smaller ticket asset finance

market where the overall perceived risk, including asset security, may be

higher, resulting in the benefits of the customer’s investment in green

technology becoming outweighed by the terms offered by the funder,

including higher rates, etc. No doubt this will be something that will evolve over time and where,

perhaps, government grant, taxation or guarantee initiatives could play a part.” 

There was little experience of renewable energy, solar power, wind farms or recycling among the

brokers, and therefore most were non-committal across the whole sector.

On renewable energy and solar power, Mike Deacon was positive, but pointed out the need for

government backing and handed out the clear message: “It needs government support in the form

of more than just carbon credits. The recent reduction in solar Feed-in Tariffs (FIT) is a really bad

step. There are niche lenders happy to play in this space. HMG needs to lead with the Climate

Change Act 2020 deadlines for renewable sources of UK energy.”  He was less positive regarding

wind farms, noting that “It’s a difficult market, now being ‘commoditized’ by major non-EU

players.” From a funder’s perspective, Close Leasing’s Paul Bartley was not bullish about solar,

citing the “lack of secure subsidy income,” although he saw some encouragement for wind farms

despite this also being limited due to subsidy income.

Stewart Shirtliff saw opportunities in recycling, noting that: “The recent increase in landfill tax has

made recycling companies invest to achieve 0% landfill.” George Ashworth was also optimistic for

this area: “We are seeing increasing activity in this space.” But Mike Deacon was less bullish: “EU

directives hampering growth in key areas such as tyre shredding. Fractured market and lenders

not utilising WRAP initiatives to support lending well enough in recent years.”

The overall coolness and caution of brokers towards green leasing is perhaps best summed up by

Paul Huxford of PHVC, who said: “At the present time, until technologies develop, and costs

become more realistic, I do not see this as a viable option.”

IT & Technology

There was little support for this sector among the brokers, with most either

neutral or having no interests in the sector. David Mogg was neutral, but noted

that there is always a need for replacement and investment, but that many

organizations will pay cash. Graham Hill was more positive in his outlook: “We’re

still seeing growth but values are static or dropping so we need to shift more to

get the same return; equipment always needs replacement, though.” Funder Paul

Bartley thought there were signs for optimism here, although “for strong credit

covenants only.” George Ashworth was more positive, saying: “There is a lot of

replacement demand.”

Healthcare

It was a similar story for healthcare, with few brokers reporting any experience of the sector.

However, Mike Deacon saw the sector as offering real potential in 2013 as the government drives

healthcare provisioning changes. In his view: “All banks see this as ‘risk positive’ sector – i.e. HMG

= NHS. The legacy of Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) hangs over some banks for hospital projects,

and the health landscape in England has prevented expenditure since March 2010. The dams

should burst mid-2013. There is a real opportunity to lend here.” Graham Hill also saw

opportunities outside the NHS: “The non-NHS market is expanding, with increasing demand for

private procedures.”
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Public sector

This sector presented problems for the brokers, who struggle with the

sector’s perceived issues regarding procurement, local government budgets,

and funder problems. Few identified any opportunities here, although David

Mogg said: “School minibus leasing has been very strong for us”. 

Mike Deacon summed up the state of the public sector from the broker’s

perspective, highlighting the problems; but he also pointed out that local

authority budgetary constraints will mean changes for leasing in the near

future. “The problem here is commissioning and procurement. It is awful

across all sectors. There is a big tendency to adopt the ‘no-one got sacked

for employing the IBM’ approach. Poor leadership in the public sector has led to big consultancies

and accountancy firms hoovering up large tracts of work and then adopting the IBM approach.

Banks and lenders will lend here, but only with HMG certainty involved. Lack of local authority

spending in leasing has been evident since the mid-1990s, but budgetary constraints will see

things change over the coming years.”

He ended with a message for funders: “Government is keen to encourage ‘mutualisation’ of non-

essential public services. Lenders need to understand what this means. I doubt if many do.”

New sectors

Most brokers do not foresee expansion into new sectors in the near future,

preferring to concentrate on consolidating and improving their position

within their current sector specialities. Typical of these were Martin Brown

and Paul Huxford. Brown’s view was: “Greater market share in our current

sector rather than new sectors would be my prediction – I see great

opportunities for broker growth in the leasing sector”, while Huxford said:

“We are constantly evaluating new business opportunities but nothing

specific at the present.” 

However, some saw promise in new areas or products. Interestingly, given

the ongoing political and economic uncertainties, Mike Deacon is looking to Europe: “EU finance. I

am working with EU-based clients and lenders as they still tend to operate in a fashion seen in the

1980s when there was a more prudent approach to risk.” Graham Prince is looking for larger

clients: “I see us working with larger fleets (up to 200) as even their balance sheets are not strong

enough at present for one funder along to underwrite their total requirement.” Ray Wells reported:

“We are involved in newish-to-market financial products relating to the retail trade”, while Steve

Green is looking to consolidate the company’s presence in the developing green sector: “Already

we deal in the energy efficiency and renewables market sector, and we will continue to do so.”

A cautionary note was struck by Stewart Shirtliff: “Our business is based on 30 years’ experience

and it works. Too many times we have seen companies dabble in new ventures they do not

understand and fail. I see greater opportunities for the finance broker in the future providing a

complete asset-based lending package. We currently arrange banking, sales ledger funding,

property, vehicle and plant finance. So really, more of the same.”
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KEY ISSUES – THE BROKERS’ PERSPECTIVE

The funder–broker relationship

Since the onset of the recession, a number of previously supportive funders

either consolidated, reduced their presence in the broker market, tightened

their lending criteria, or exited the market altogether. In some cases this

happened with no notice, leaving their broker connections high and dry.

Brokers often now struggle to secure funds for their clients, not just for

tougher approvals, but even for what would previously have been regarded as

routine transactions. Usually, in hard times funding sources tighten selectively,

focusing on areas that are perceived to be higher risk, or struggling. But the

tightening this time round appears to have been across all sectors, leaving

brokers feeling understandably let down as funding lines dwindled.

Although some new funders such as Aldermore and Investec have entered the market, it is unlikely

that the new dynamic will change much in the near future. Brokers are now even more aware of

the importance of knowing their funding sources and properly managing the relationship for the

long term, so that their business will continue to be underwritten during the hard times. 

Funder panels

Of the brokers surveyed prior to the withdrawal of ING Lease from the market,

a number reported that they had succeeded in maintaining their funder

panels, despite the market conditions. One even reported increasing its

funder panel. Their experience is not typical of the industry as a whole,

however, as others report anything from a 20% decrease to retaining none of

their panel.

A number said they were not impacted. Mike Deacon of Asset Based Finance

and Lending, Central Contracts’ Mike Lloyd and Martin Brown of Fleet

Alliance were among those who were unaffected. Mike Deacon managed an

impressive result, saying: “I increased my funding panel by 25%.” Mike Lloyd reported: “We

retained all of the funders that remained in the market and added ALD so we were not adversely

affected”, while Martin Brown said that “We maintained 100% of our main funders.” 

Others were affected, but managed to ride out the storm. Ray Wells at First for Business said that

his company had maintained 80% of its panel. At Neva Consultants, Graham Prince reported: “We

managed to maintain most of our funding facilities. Only Lombard VM, Lombard North Central and

ING withdrew from using us.” PHVC’s Paul Huxford said: “We were fortunate that we retained 80%

and within a few months were able to replace the 20% with a new funder.” Nick Simpson of Asset

Finance Solutions noted that they had maintained their panel at just above 50%, saying: “Although

it was a worrying time, we managed better than most due to the large, varied panel we had at the

onset of the credit crunch.”

As a relative newcomer to the industry, Clear Asset Finance had a different experience. Steve

Green pointed up the need for new funding entrants to increase competition and reduce

dependence on key lessors: “We have only been incorporated since March 2011, and, despite the

recession we have still managed to secure over 15 funding lines. The market would definitely

benefit from the entrance of new lessors to create competition; currently funders geared for flow

business have a monopoly on both credit criteria and rate. In my experience the broking fraternity

faced its biggest challenge when key lessors decided to withdraw from the broker market.”

Brian Ward at Stratford Corporate Finance reflected both funder satisfaction and resentment and

highlighted that UK funders have been more supportive than their foreign

counterparts: “With regard to the finance companies who we give business to, we

have a dozen who we know extremely well and by and large they are there for us.

They have got one thing in common – they are all owned by British banks;

independent finance companies that are British (with the exception of course of

Santander), they are still there and are still being helpful. But yes, we were let down

rather badly when foreign banks and their finance companies exited the

marketplace.”
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Richard Perry at First Capital Finance reported that they initially lost substantial funder support,

but turned it into a business opportunity. “We lost seven of our nine prime funders within three or

four months. Overall, we retained over 50% but it was the withdrawal of the prime lenders

(typically bank owned) that caused the most problems. It was then a case of educating customers

and suppliers as to what was achievable with the available lenders and writing business based on

that. However, our lender panel has been slowly but steadily increasing and improving ever since.

This was, however, an opportunity which we seized to write more business on our own book,

which is no doubt a common theme with other ‘own book’ brokers.”  

However, other companies have been badly impacted by the funder withdrawal. Anthony Sawyer

of AFEM Leasing Finance said: “Our funding capability in regards to vehicles has diminished

considerably; the plant & machinery is down by 20%.” Graham Hill of GHA Finance has taken

alternative action: “We retained none. We now use master brokers and captives through main

dealers.” Of course, this action might not be so easy for non-vehicle sectors.

The experience of Stewart Shirtliff of Victor Finance Group has left him less than impressed with

some funders, but appreciative of the support of the NACFB during these hard times: “We were

very badly affected. Pre-recession we had a panel of 12 lenders. This quickly reduced to three

lenders and one of those was a private finance company. I cannot say I was impressed by the way

the majority of the major lenders handled the situation. The NACFB has been very supportive

during the recession and championed our cause with government bodies and new patrons. We

now have two new lenders who appear to be doing the job right and in for the long term.”

Funder loyalty

Some brokers made special mention of certain funders which have been

particularly supportive during the recession.

Close Asset Finance was singled out by Ray Wells for its business-like

approach: “Close Asset Finance is, in my opinion, very commercially minded

and will find a way to do a sensible deal.”

In the vehicle financing sector, Network was highlighted by Mike Lloyd, who

felt that: “Network is totally broker orientated and its position in the

marketplace is the most stable.”  

Network was also among the choices of Graham Prince, who highlighted the importance of a

close working relationship: “Lex, Arval and Network all remained very committed to brokers

throughout this difficult period and in fact, with them joining the BVRLA Broker Committee, we all

now work far closer and discuss/understand how policies affect all of us before they come into

play.”

Lex and Arval were also picked out by Paul Huxford: “Arval Ltd has come through the recession

well by keeping a constant flow of communication, allowing us to overcome customer issues.

Similarly, Lex Autolease, over the past 18 months, seems to be back to its normal high standards

after the integration of Lex and Autolease.” Arval was also name-checked by Graham Hill as

having a good reputation.

First Capital Finance’s David Mogg lauded ING and market entrant Aldermore: “ING in particular, as

well as Aldermore for entering the market as a prime mainstream lender during this time. Although ING

has unfortunately announced its exit from the market, they proved that the model works and works

well, not least if funders seek to write their business with well-established reputable brokers who share

the same values and mindset. There will hopefully be other like-minded funders and possibly new

entrants that will fill the gap and there are already signs of this happening.”. Stewart Shirtliff echoed

these views regarding Aldermore's move into the market, and ING's legacy.

Others felt that no particular funder could be singled out as they were all equally supportive. This

view was reflected by Steve Green: “All of our lessors play a part in our success and they know

who they are! A broker is only as good as his portfolio of funding lines and we have some very

valued partners.” Stewart Shirtliff echoed these views regarding Aldermore's move into the market

and ING's legacy. Others felt that funders were simply following market conditions. As Mike

Deacon said: “They are all following a pattern based on appetite for lending and availability of

wholesale funding allowing lending to take place.” 

However, unsurprisingly given his experience, Anthony Sawyer simply said: “None”.
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The new relationship dynamics – change for the better?

The balance of power between brokers and funders has changed

fundamentally since the recession and is likely to remain the norm for the

foreseeable future – and certainly while the current economic climate

endures. Funders have reasserted their control over the market; most have

culled the number of introducers by up to 50%, and they are more

demanding in terms of quality of broker-generated business, with more

rigorous underwriting requirements and higher standards of accountability.

Some in the industry regard this shake-out as no bad thing, ending what

Martin Brown referred to as “the tail wagging the dog syndrome”, driving up

standards across the board and leading to stronger and deeper

relationships and understanding between funders and brokers.  

In the opinion of Nick Simpson, “Much of the imbalance seen prior to the credit crunch when

lenders were chasing volume at any cost has been totally redressed. Brokers have felt more

vulnerable since, which has enabled the funders to dictate pricing much more and increase their

return on funding costs.”

Anthony Sawyer put it succinctly: “The relationship has changed considerably. Funders are more

demanding in their requirements.”  In the view of Mike Lloyd: “Funders have become more

demanding; however, this has served to separate the wheat from the chaff (in large part).

Membership of a recognised trade body [the BVRLA or the NACFB being favourites] is now almost

a prerequisite. Standards of behaviour and accountability have been raised and are being

enforced.”

Increased broker accountability was also noted by Mark Henry at Syscap: “The balance of power

has most definitely shifted since pre-recession days. Funders are now seeking higher margins and

are looking to brokers to take more responsibility for the performance of their portfolios. That shift

was needed as some brokers had become too relaxed over the quality of business they were

providing to funders versus the pricing on offer.”

Steve Green was another who felt that the changing power dynamic was a positive move: “The

recession has definitely readdressed the balance of power and the broker has significantly less

power than before; this is not a criticism, just an observation! The lessors have definitely upped

their game and have become more diligent and cautious before activating a lease. This is

paramount to the industry and protects all of our interests – after all, this business is about credit

risk, not contractual risk.” 

Mike Deacon noted an increase in proactivity among funders: “Lenders now expect far more from

brokers and are more proactive in making sure brokers ‘know their customers’ far more. This is

fine for me as I operate transparently so allow lenders direct access to clients.”

The drive to raise standards was noted by both Martin Brown and Graham

Prince. Brown said: “The market/relationship has changed, but for the better.

As I see it, funders expect higher standards but in return the relationships

would appear to be more robust – and in my opinion have greater depth.

Funders are looking for better quality business, fully maintained contracts for

contract hire and brokers who won’t waste their time with low quality

business.” 

Stewart Shirtliff also noted the benefits of a better standard of relationship with

funders: “We now rely on a smaller number of lenders and because of that our

relationship with them is stronger. Communication is more fluid and by discussing deals directly with

the underwriter a greater understanding has evolved of each others’ needs.”

Graham Prince also noted a reputational benefit for brokers: “Quite rightly, there are now far more

checks being made on brokers and training has come to the forefront of the relationship. Most

have culled at least 50% of their brokers, so standards have risen considerable and the reputation

of these selected brokers has grown.”
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Reputation was also a factor for Paul Huxford and Brian Ward, both for funders and brokers.

Huxford noted: “During the recession, funders have cut the number of introducers to ensure that

the industry improves its image with the Financial Services Authority and the Office of Fair Trading.

Most well-run businesses have welcomed this change.” In Ward’s opinion: “Funders pick and

choose their brokers very carefully and that is why those with a long-serving relationship in the

industry, that have not let them down and with very few arrears coming out of the woodwork, are

those that are always able to place business.”

However, the experience of Graham Hill has been less marked: “The only changes have been

regulatory (that I have experienced). Providing consumers with more information, and confirming

the passing on of that information, are now part of the process, but other than that, with less

money to lend, underwriting has become tougher, with more information requested.”

Ultimately, this change in relationship dynamics is likely to be beneficial to both funders and

lenders, resulting in a leaner, cleaner and more robust industry in a much stronger position to

benefit from any economic upturn. Improved mutual business understanding is one clear benefit

that is certain to endure as the industry changes shape. Richard Perry provided this even-handed

view: “It is perhaps fair to say that some lenders have, understandably, used the last few years to

achieve better margins. This can obviously impact on broker earnings but it is also fair to say that

some mainstream lenders have in the past charged unsustainably low margins on direct business

in order to achieve volume and market share. There are other mid-tier lenders that have been able

to write much better quality business than no doubt would otherwise have been possible.” 

The funding climate

Although there are now fewer funding options in the market (particularly since the exit of ING

Lease), as far as brokers are concerned, the appetite of the remaining funders has not altered

substantially since the recession, at least for good-quality business. What has changed is the

degree of caution being applied and the stringency of their application procedures and

underwriting requirements; however, it would appear that these enhanced requirements are not

necessarily being applied evenly across the board. Brokers report some inconsistency and lack of

clarity in funders’ requirements, though most say that they are able to work around the difficulties,

often through closer co-operation with, and understanding of, the funders.

Funders’ current appetite for finance

Some have found that funders’ appetite is much as before, albeit with tighter criteria and more

demanding processes. Among these is Martin Brown of Fleet Alliance: “I think their appetite in

general is pretty similar to pre-recession levels, although the process can often take longer and

more financial information tends to be requested.” Neva Consultants’ Graham Prince concurred:

“The funders do have an appetite for finance but the criteria have definitely tightened and it is a

much harder process to get a business underwritten.” In the opinion of Mark Henry at Syscap:

“Criteria remain clear and focused, but with many their appetite is narrow. Because of that, brokers

need to be able to maintain a wide range of funders so that the borrowers get good coverage.”

Funders are showing caution almost to excess, in the opinion of Paul Huxford of PHVC: “Currently,

the funding companies are being extremely cautious with their underwriting and look at most

cases as if they were lending cash rather than funding a vehicle, where they have an asset to sell if

there is a default.”

Stewart Shirtliff of Victor Finance Group thinks that the situation is actually better than might be

expected, given the current economic climate: “Funders’ current appetite is good and better than

expected. Current guidelines are probably clearer now than pre-recession. When the economic

climate is strong it is easy for lenders to get carried along with the increased volumes and

probably relax underwriting terms and the type of asset. As the recession hits - accompanied by

ensuing losses  - lenders entrench and realign underwriting guidelines.”

Others note an increased requirement for securitization to back a deal. Mike Deacon of Asset

Based Finance and Leasing said: “Appetite is still patchy, though more is coming through since

January 2012. There is a still predominance for personal security and/or property security to

underpin deals, especially for more marginal SME clients.” This was echoed by AFEM Leasing’s

Anthony Sawyer: “There are funders with appetite for funding good businesses and a good

management team on board. But for one- or two-person businesses there seems to be more

demand for security required.”

The current funding climate has resulted in more fundamental changes in the underlying structure

of the lessor market. In the view of Richard Perry of First Capital Finance, the time might now be

right for a review by funders of their market position: “Appetite is much the same as before (a bit
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tighter on occasions) – just fewer lenders. I think it would be fair to say that a few of the bank-

owned lessors that exited the broker market would have, and probably have, made a number of

changes. Perhaps now would be a good time for them to re-enter the market on a selective basis,

having re-evaluated the types of business they wish to write and the types of brokers they wish to

write it with.”    

Steve Green at Clear Asset Finance also observed considerable changes in way funders operate

and interact with brokers: “Funders are looking for business but they are very particular about

what they will take. With our panel of funders we are finding that instead of us using three or four

lessors on a monthly basis, we are now spreading our business across seven or eight lessors per

month. This clearly demonstrates that no one lessor can service an account and emphasises the

importance of having a good broker relationship.”

Sub-prime business

Unsurprisingly, the sub-prime sector presents challenges at present, and is largely out of favour

with both funders and brokers.

Sub-prime is simply off-limits for a number of brokers, particularly in the fleet sector, where

Graham Prince said: “We have no demand for sub-prime finance as a business.” Martin Brown

reported: “This is not an area we have any real knowledge of”, while Paul Huxford noted: “In our

business, there is no place for sub-prime finance as we ensure that all customers are given the

best service during their contract and we do not feel that it would work with our business

philosophy.” 

Outside fleet, Stewart Shirtliff said simply “No”, Central Contracts’ Mike Lloyd, while noting

demand, said: “Not through us at the moment”, while David Mogg at First Capital Finance stated:

“There may be a demand for it, but we have never understood this market and don’t intend to start

now. Isn’t this where problems started? Whether it be sub-prime mortgages or asset finance, basic

principles should always apply.”

Anthony Sawyer noted that the market is tight in any case: “Sub-prime finance is much more

difficult at the moment. Companies with more than two secured creditors are often required to

provide additional securities.”

However, some brokers note that current economic conditions mean that the demand for sub-

prime finance will continue. Steve Green noted:  “There is a demand for sub-prime finance, and we

do have access to funders who operate in this market sector.”

In the view of Graham Hill of GHA Finance: “In the current market conditions there is a need for

both commercial and consumer sub-prime providers, a situation that can only get worse. They are

few and far between, with not only hire purchase sub-prime providers needed, but also contract

hire. An option whereby they provide the cars as well as the finance, taking much of the risk out of

the car, is needed because currently sub-prime lenders are having to charge high rates against

overpriced retail cars provided by dealers.” 

Regarding the prospects for lenders entering the sub-prime market in the near future, opinion was

mixed. Mike Deacon saw opportunities for new entrants offering alternative sources of finance: “I

see more NBFIs (non-bank financial institutions) coming to the market over the next few years.

Crowd-funding sources and peer-to-peer lenders such as Funding Circle, borro and Platinum

Black (for invoice finance) will make inroads at the margins of lending.  However, the banks will still

remain the prime distribution channel for SME finance.”

However, Steve Green said: “There are a number of funders operating in this market place already and I

do not see too many lenders entering it in the near future”, while Ray Wells at First for Business noted:

“No, the sub-prime market is small and exact, with only a few players in this arena.”

A final point was made by Nick Simpson of Asset Finance Solutions: “There is certainly greater

demand for refinance – unlocking cash in unencumbered assets for a cash injection into a

business has never been more popular.”
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Changing underwriting requirements

The broker has a critical position in the finance supply chain. As an intermediary, the broker acts

as a facilitator to match clients’ financing needs with the appropriate funding sources. When times

were good, undertaking the legwork to ease the process for clients and funders was all that was

required.  In the current tight lending climate, however, the successful broker needs to act more as

a business partner to his funding sources.

The broker’s role needs to shift from being sales- and process-driven to becoming an advisor and

consultative intermediary whose expertise adds value to every stage of the transaction. The broker

needs to analyse the needs of clients, suggest detailed and meaningful solutions and assist

funders through the credit process with an end-to-end understanding of the complete transaction.

Recommendations for approval need to be accompanied by a full business case, including

rational, supportive data to emphasise strengths and full explanations to mitigate any weaknesses,

and meaningful and supported recommendations. Brokers will thus attract stronger credits and

facilitate more complex transactions, which will assist in higher approval ratios, stronger funder

relationships and more repeat business.

What brokers can do to help underwriters

It’s clear that all the brokers interviewed are well aware of these requirements and are being

proactive in working with underwriters in meeting the more stringent criteria.

There is a consensus around the need to take on more of the work on proposals and for thorough

preparation. Mike Deacon said: “Do the work upfront and ensure they really have all information

and client mandate to proceed.” Anthony Sawyer concurred: “Brokers generally need to do more

of the work, i.e. understanding the funders’ requirements, and matching those criteria with the

customers, and not the other way round”, while Paul Huxford saw the need to “help underwriters

understand their requirements and present to them the information they require on the first credit

application. We endeavour to make financial checks on all new customers before presenting them

for a credit line.” Martin Brown agreed that “Brokers should be putting more work into pre-credit

processes and packaging a deal with the funder which makes it easier to make a decision. A

narrative drawing out key pros and cons and management information should be supplied if

required.”  Or, as Nick Simpson succinctly put it: “No proposals on a fag packet, please! These

deals need to be ‘sold’ to the finance companies.”

The need for a comprehensive business case to support proposals was identified by Ray Wells,

Stewart Shirtliff, Graham Hill, Mark Henry and Steve Green. 

In the opinion of Ray Wells, “If brokers want respect from funders then they have to submit

comprehensive, easy-to-understand proposals together with forecasts moving forwards for the

larger deals.”  In Mark Henry’s view, brokers can assist more by “Providing the funder with a

proper and accurate introduction to the proposed customer/deal (i.e. better quality financial info

packs, background to deal) and a realistic return.” Steve Green said: “Collate as much information

as possible and present a proposal with a compelling case as to why the lessor should invest. We

can do no more!”

Graham Hill felt that this was business as usual: “Good brokers have always assessed the strength

of an application and independently decided whether accounts will be needed, bank statements

required or other proof of earnings. Also if adverse (information) appears on a client’s file it is

always better to explain the adverse in notes upfront rather than allow the automated system to

automatically decline through no information.”

Stewart Shirtliff elaborated: “Although we now use web-based portals which speed proposal input

and decision making, our preparation prior to proposal has not changed. Prior to computer input

we prepared a three-page report; although this is outdated, the principles of underwriting are the

same. We look at the deal from the underwriter’s point of view. Before the deal is submitted we

look at:
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1) the source of the deal;

2) the supplier;

3) the customer;

4) the goods in relation to deposit and period;

5) we negotiate additional security such as personal guarantees at the initial meeting; and

6) local knowledge.”

Graham Prince also identified the need to look at the deal as the underwriter would, stressing the

importance of good communications: “We have regular meetings with the underwriting teams and

can help shape their thinking and what information we can offer them to help get a positive

decision. They are surprised what information we can gain from clients and often it is us offering

more than their on-systems can cope with. I believe that more manual underwriting is required in

the market place now but the funders do not have the expertise to cope with this.”

The need to also manage the client side was picked out as a factor by Mike Lloyd: “You need to

pre-vet proposals and educate clients as to the likely commercial outcome of their application

once their individual circumstances are taken into account. This helps to manage expectations.”

Understanding the client was also a key factor both in helping the underwriting process and in

building broker business for Richard Perry: “In addition to the usual, i.e. a thorough write-up and

full supporting financials and asset details, what’s crucial is your knowledge and understanding of

the customer and their business, including your experience with them if they are existing or

previous customers. Ours is a mix of new and repeat customers. Many of our customers have

been using us on a regular basis for over 10 years, with repeat business typically being in the

region of 65–70% of total business written.”

Brokers’ issues with underwriters

Inconsistency and unpredictability in underwriting are definitely a frustrating issue for some

brokers.  According to Graham Hill: “There is far too little clarity, which makes the proposing of

clients a bit of a lottery. A client could have an instant decline from one lender and an instant

accept from another. A greater understanding of the lender’s score card or some means of pre-

qualification would help tremendously and allow brokers to manage expectations.” 

Mike Lloyd makes a similar point: “It is now more difficult to obtain a straight acceptance on any

given proposal.  In general, the underwriting guidelines are reasonably clear although the

application of same varies from underwriter to underwriter even within the same funder.” Anthony

Sawyer finds that: “Some of the funders’ requirements are sometimes unclear, but often we find if

we discussed a particular customer’s requirement, they are usually happy to go ahead. But

generally, it would be better if their requirements were more transparent.” 

On the other hand, Ray Wells doesn’t really see a problem: “Because we work closely with our

funders we understand their underwriting criteria, which do change from time to time.”

Technology and innovation – the future for leasing

The leasing industry has been innovative from the start. By focusing on the advantages of

concentrating not on the ownership of assets, but on their productivity, the early leasing

entrepreneurs effectively disrupted conventional funding sources. And the industry has never been

slow to exploit the opportunities provided by innovation and technology, whether in funding

structures, or back- and middle-office process efficiencies, or customer relationship management

(CRM) systems. However, arguably the industry has been too focused on the cost reduction side,

rather than on service, data handling and structure. This may leave it vulnerable to entrants from

economies that are able to leapfrog the conventional barriers to entry through access to cheap

funding, a large domestic customer base and access to cheaper and more flexible technology.

Innovation, particularly in technology, is needed to move on from legacy systems and multiple

platforms to streamlined programming, real-time data, interactive customer interfaces and mobile

applications.  
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Broker investment

Brokers are positioning themselves to make significant IT investments in order to develop and

maintain a competitive advantage. Most regard cutting-edge IT systems as key. Martin Brown

said: “Brokers who don’t invest in their systems will find things tough over the coming years”. Ray

Wells backed this up: “Brokers must be aware of the ever-changing advance in IT technology if

they want to be ahead of the game”, while Graham Prince stated: “Definitely all brokers need to

invest in IT to continue to offer excellent service to their customers.” Nick Simpson noted that:

“Systems are good to help with efficiencies and to standardize approaches, particularly for larger

brokers like us. How else will you be able to understand what business you are writing and with

whom?  Management needs the tools to run the business effectively in the future, while making it

easier for staff to do business and keep in touch with customers.” 

Customer-facing systems or client-management systems were identified as key, particularly by

fleet operators. Martin Brown said: “We have made significant investment in an online client-

management system – ‘e-fleet’ – which has transformed how we interact with our client base.  This

has allowed us to work with corporate clients that would have been unthinkable five years ago.”

Graham Prince reported: “We are in a position to develop customer-facing systems far easier than

the finance companies can. We are in the process of developing a fleet management solution for

small businesses that allows them to view their total fleet regardless of the number of funders they

have used. Obviously, no finance company will want to produce that type of system, so it will be

unique.”

For Martin Brown, the answer lies in “more affordable telematics solutions provided by the main

leasing providers which will give them greater control of their assets, improved reporting for clients

and which, all in all, makes fleet management a lot simpler.”

Improving internal workflow and process was another focus. Mike Lloyd identified “Increased

adoption of streamlined workflow-management tools”, while Mark Henry said: “Better CRM

systems, system-to-system links between brokers’ own systems and funders are probably the

most obvious technology investments. It’s an area where we are constantly investing.” Graham Hill

noted: “There are a few brokers who are investing in pre-approval software that assesses an

applicant for credit without a search footprint being left and allowing the broker to manage

expectations.”

Funder investment

Funders are also driving technology investment. In the opinion of Stewart Shirtliff,  “Funders are

investing in technology to move towards a paperless society. I see brokers doing exactly the

same, perhaps based on a remote iPad system.” David Mogg said: “Larger investments in

systems and technology are probably more likely to apply to bigger brokers or be driven by

funders or other providers in the market”, while Ray Wells noted: “Most of the main funders are

progressing well with their own broker / IT technology.” Meanwhile, Mike Deacon foresees

structural and technological convergence between brokers and funders: “Some brokers will

amalgamate and become ‘super-brokers’ and invest in front-end sales technologies which will

over time, increasingly integrate with lessors.” 

Social media

The use of social media is also on the rise. Mike Lloyd was among those who said that they would

be making “greater use of social media.” Graham Hill noted: “I see a greater move towards social

networking as brokers understand the importance of Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.” Martin

Brown reported: “In 2013 we hope to have an app which will add even greater depth to our

customer service,” while Steve Green said: “E-signatures (payment on receipt of electronic

documentation) will be our next project, combined with the launch of our new app.”
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Future trends

Our brokers held strong views on the developments necessary to enhance the leasing business.

Mark Henry would like to see “more innovation around how funding capacity is made available. We

regularly hear of pockets of liquidity in the wider financial markets; however, the sources are either

hard to access or the mechanisms on offer to gain access are too inflexible for that capacity to be

deployed effectively. Obviously an appropriate risk/return profile needs to be present but there also

needs to be a little more collective ‘outside of the box’ thinking if the industry as a whole is to

benefit.” Mike Deacon said: “Get the underwriters trained in sales to make them understand how

deals are structured and work ‘in real time’.” Steve Green is looking for “more innovative products

around managed service agreements and energy performance contracts”, while Anthony Sawyer

would value “a system which will allow brokers to instantly analyse the validity of a funding

requirement going ahead before all the hard work takes place.” 

The fleet operators had strong feelings concerning the role of the motor manufacturers in

particular. Mike Lloyd listed what he is looking for: “Joined-up communication from the motor

manufacturers rather than individual departments fighting each other.  A better understanding of

our channel by the motor manufacturers.  A wider understanding among the general public of the

benefits arising from dealing with accredited suppliers.” 

Graham Prince also felt that motor manufacturers could be more supportive: “Recognition from

the manufacturers of our worth and standing in the marketplace and for them only to trade with

BVRLA brokers going forward, rather than allowing their dealers to use unregulated brokers who

do not adhere to a Code of Conduct as they do at present.”

Graham Hill thought that more effort needs to be placed on educating clients regarding finance

options, particularly for new car sales. “Put finance first. The Americans do it all so much better

than us and write more business as a result. We need accurate pre-approval and greater

understanding of the various options available to businesses and consumers. The most undersold

product is contract hire; if it was better understood by businesses and consumers, the sale of new

cars would vastly increase across all manufacturers.”

Insurance is another product which is undersold, in the opinion of Paul Huxford: “I believe that one

of the major leasing companies should incorporate vehicle insurance as part of their package,

which works successfully on mainland Europe. This would, hopefully, start a trend. I have worked

with this in both Germany and Holland.”
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KEY ISSUES – THE FUNDERS’ PERSPECTIVE

Introduction

It is crucial that brokers have funding sources to place their business with, and, prior to the

recession, the primary sources of such funding – the banks – were increasingly reliant on brokers

for new business leads as they cut down on their employed sales forces.

However, there has been an evident tendency since the recession started to bite for banks to

retrench and pull back from non-core activities, partly in order to build up their own capital

reserves. This has led to a scarcity of funding sources for brokers’ new business. Moreover, the

fact remains that the banks may look to reduce their involvement further if the financial difficulties

continue, particularly in the eurozone.

Following the withdrawal of ING Lease (UK) from the market with effect from end-November 2012,

the main asset finance lenders that rely on broker-sourced business include Aldermore Asset

Finance, Arkle Finance, Close Asset Finance, D&D Leasing, Investec Asset Finance, Private &

Commercial Finance, Syscap, Ultimate Finance and a few others. Aldermore is a new entrant to

the banking system, a noteworthy achievement in itself. 

Specialist vehicle finance lenders with broker networks include Arval (owned by French bank

group BNP Paribas), Lex Autolease (owned by Lloyds Banking Group) and Network (part of

LeasePlan UK). 

A new area is peer-to-peer lending, a niche sector but with significant potential, which has two

prime players: borro and online marketplace Funding Circle. 

This section looks at the current brokers’ and lessors’ market from the viewpoint of the funders,

taking in the recent market changes, the value of broker sales and assessing the ways the

relationship can best evolve as the UK moves out of recession.

There is much here that is in general agreement with the views of brokers expressed in the

previous section, although naturally there are areas in which the funders see room for

improvement from the brokers.

The broker advantage

The funders interviewed by Asset Finance International for this Review have all continued their

links with brokers, and although the market has obviously undergone severe challenges over

recent years, these institutions remain positive in their attitude towards the funder/broker

relationship.

However, given the changes brought on by the recession, an initial point to clarify is the lenders’

views on what are the core merits of sourcing business from brokers rather than using their own

sales force. There was consensus over this, the main factors being efficiency and scale, summed

up by Stephen Bassett of Arkle Finance, who said that sourcing from brokers provides: “Cost

efficiencies for the funder, and provides the funder with access to niches and expertise they might

otherwise not uncover.”

George Ashworth of Aldermore Asset Finance, said: “The principle reasons for sourcing business

from brokers rather than using your own sales force are the ‘3 Cs’ – cost, coverage and

compression. Cost, in the form of being able to turn what are essentially fixed overhead costs into

variable costs. Coverage in the form of being able to leverage a third party’s distribution and

relationship base. Compression in time scales, in that using brokers allows one to enter and

potentially gain market traction quickly.”

The broker model is viewed as not only a very cost-efficient route to market, but one that also

provides a much greater reach to SME businesses across the UK. Regionally located brokers can

provide niche expertise on how asset finance can help individual businesses to finance equipment

and through regular, detailed communication to its broker network on any changes or

enhancements to its products and services, the funder can ensure that its product offering is

quickly disseminated into the market. 

These points were backed by Robert Murray of Private & Commercial Finance Group (PCFG), who

said that brokers: “Provide far wider and better coverage in terms of geographical presence,

industry sector and asset class.” 
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Positive effects

The positive contribution of brokers in terms of customer knowledge was

made by Bill Dost of D&D Leasing UK: “Introducers are on the front line with

customers, they know customers closer and better than a funder possibly

can, because of the nature of their relationship with an individual customer.

Good introducers will know the exact credit box you purchase within and

they will also assist you on arrears, recovery and repossession where

needed.” 

This also applies in the motor finance sector, for which Ty Smith of Arval

said: “Our broker partnerships provide scale in efficiently and effectively

accessing the SME market where the numerous opportunities are unlikely to be fully addressed by

a direct sales approach alone.” 

And more specifically, for Close Leasing, Paul Bartley added: “It provides for a more efficient use

of sales people’s time as they can concentrate on live deals rather than having to make many

speculative sales calls.”

From the perspective of Funding Circle, the recent arrival in the specialist peer-to-peer lending

market, Laura McMullen commented: “For us, brokers offer a vital link to growing businesses

looking for finance by providing direct access to an experienced and large sales team. They help

provide immediate access to businesses that we might not have reached directly or who might not

have heard about Funding Circle. We find that brokers not only introduce us to potential

businesses but also ensure the application process runs smoothly. Furthermore, business

applications through brokers are often of a higher quality, and consequently have a higher

approval rate than direct applications.”

A further advantage was given by Stephen Bassett: “Brokers can generally provide end users with

better customer service and look after their various needs from most appropriate sources.” 

Finally, Robert Murray pointed out the added value of broker-sourced business in that the funders

“Only pay commissions to brokers on completed transactions, so the sales costs are variable to

volume and not fixed irrespective of volume.”

Broker qualities

The funder/broker partnership must of course run smoothly. In the past there

were occasions when business proposed to lenders through certain brokers

was found to be for dubious end users. The chances of any suspect deals

being proposed have been reduced by the strict application of Codes of

Practice by the relevant associations such as the NACFB and the BVRLA.

Nevertheless, what are the principal qualities that funders look for in a broker? 

Once again, the funders were unanimous in their central requirements,

succinctly articulated by George Ashworth: “Honesty, integrity, attention to

detail and professionalism.” This means “a willingness to operate within both

our own code of conduct, and all prevailing regulations,” according to Stephen Bassett.

Other qualities alongside these include, in the view of Robert Murray: “Industry knowledge and

experience and understanding of the lending parameters of any given lessor,” to which he added

the need for a broker to be able to supply a “reasonable flow of good quality business.”

In addition to the commonly-stated need for a proven track record and understanding of the

funder’s operational markets and types of deals, Paul Bartley outlined a more specific

requirement: “An ability to put forward a well-presented proposal with accurate and up-to-date

supporting information on which we can make a decision to take forward or not, as opposed to

just firing us a summary and some accounts,” to which he added: “They must also confirm if they

are simply bidding or are mandated, so as not to waste funders’ time approving deals that might

never happen.”
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These previous points were backed by Bill Dost, who listed: “High ethical standards; the ability to

propose business that fits in our box; a complete understanding of the deal and being able to

explain this to us; respected in the marketplace (we look for references); ideally a member of the

NACFB; prior positive experience with one of our staff.” 

There was agreement from all the funders that brokers need to be proactive and demonstrate a

clear understanding of, and affinity with, the lenders’ market. The point was made by Laura

McMullen thus: “Primarily, we are looking for an understanding of, and enthusiasm for, the

Funding Circle proposition, as well as a willingness to work proactively to introduce potential

borrowers to us. Our most successful brokers are those with businesses that meet our lending

criteria.” 

Creditworthiness is perhaps an obvious quality that lenders would need to take into account, but

merits mention. McMullen made the point that a broker would need to be “a stable and

creditworthy limited company or limited liability partnership with at least two years of trading

history.”

Ty Smith summed up: “We look for professionalism, industry expertise, a focus on quality

customer service and future business potential. We also expect a genuine partnership approach

and a sharing of values.”

Broker selection

Regarding due diligence for prospective brokers prior to enrolling them, the

interviewees for this Review were generally agreed that although the process

may not have been altered much materially since the recession, there is an

increased emphasis on regulatory and compliance issues. As to the main due

diligence practices, references and inside knowledge are important, as well as

the obvious credit checks. 

Paul Bartley said the policy at Close Leasing is: “We generally first look to a

reference from a credible source like another funder or someone we know.

We then carry out a series of credit searches and require them to supply both

data protection and Consumer Credit Act information/licences.”

Visits to prospective brokers form an integral part of the due diligence process for many funders.

Ty Smith of Arval stressed: “We employ a ‘Know Your Customer’ approach which includes Arval

making site visits, credit checks and reviewing references. We also ensure they have a valid

Consumer Credit Licence and Data Protection Accreditation. In addition, we have an Agency

Agreement in place with all of our brokers.” 

Stephen Bassett of Arkle Finance agreed with the importance of a satisfactory peer reference and

added the not-unreasonable requirement that the proposed broker source has to be solvent and

preferably a member of a relevant trade body. He continued: “They are then subject to ongoing

monitoring, particularly with reference to ‘treating customers fairly’; ensuring we get to know our

prospective customers properly; and our responsible lending criteria.”

PCFG’s Robert Murray provided a succinct summary of due diligence requirements: “Financial

information; track record / history / experience / CV; referral / recommendations; visit.”

D&D Leasing opened for business in the UK in 2008, and for Bill Dost: “We have always done the

same checks on a broker, a supplier and a customer. We ensure we know who we are dealing

with. Furthermore, we always meet the brokers we deal with. All our introducers sign trading

agreements, which since we started our operations during the recession hasn’t changed.” 
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For the other recent market entrants such as Aldermore and Funding Circle, the process follows a

similar pattern as given above, with comprehensiveness and rigour emphasised. 

As mentioned, although the material nature of broker trading agreements and the processes

leading up to them have not been changed much by the recession, it is recognised that there is

now greater emphasis on disclosure and regulatory compliance. This has led to regular

reassessment and updating being conducted to ensure conformity with legislation and regulations

impacting the asset finance market. The current form of trading agreement, as George Ashworth

of Aldermore pointed out, “was developed during the liquidity crisis/recession; therefore it reflects

the new normality that people operate within.”

Ty Smith summed up: “The recession has changed the dynamic of the partnership for the benefit

of both parties, with a focus on quality.”

How brokers can ease the pressure on lenders

In the current economic and business climate there is an increasing amount of regulatory and legal

pressure impacting on lenders. With these constraints, the question for the funders is in which

areas can brokers assist by improving their efficiency?

Funder reactions to this varied from the specific, i.e. regulatory related pressure on lenders, to

more broad opinions on where brokers can improve efficiency. Paul Bartley referred to the specific

and did not see a distinction between broker-sourced business and business from other sources:

“I do not feel use of brokers can directly impact on the effects of regulatory and legal issues.”

Stephen Bassett referred back to his list of qualities required in a broker – “Honesty,

trustworthiness, and a willingness to operate within both our own code of conduct, and all

prevailing regulations” – and added that the best way that brokers can improve is “by getting

better at all of the above.”

Ty Smith again stressed the importance of quality: “The emphasis should be on quality.

Efficiencies stem from the broker having well-trained employees and a business model that

delivers value to their customers and Arval.”

Another issue is the need for brokers to provide value to both end user and funder, in which

knowing and understating their customer is necessary to ensure that compliance and regulatory

rules are met. Funders pointed out that relationships with brokers are put under undue stress

when deals that clearly don’t fit are portrayed as a good opportunity. 

This point was stressed by Bill Dost: “The greatest thing an introducer can do is to fully

understand the transaction and give the funders a complete understanding of the customer and

their needs. Further to this, if deals are being split, funders should know this at the start.” 

For Laura McMullen at Funding Circle, the position regarding areas for improvement has yet really

to arise, but the need for two-way communication is recognised: “Working with brokers allows us

greater reach in a cost-effective way and helps us to filter through enquiries. We welcome and

encourage feedback from our intermediary community to improve the efficiency of the funding

process from both parties.”

Finally, George Ashworth was forthright, providing the following suggestions for brokers:

• “don’t multi prop deals. Funders do not want to waste time and money looking at

proposals that will never turn into deals;

• deliver what you say you will deliver in terms of volumes/margins; 

• transparency – disclose third party finance commissions in full;

• rather than income upfront (with debit backs), look to build an annuity income stream

and take commission income over the life of the underlying transaction; and

• simplify the process – do away with such things as debit backs and volume

bonuses.” 
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Where do brokers add value to the broker/funder relationship?

Following on from looking at where brokers can improve efficiency comes

the broader view of where funders see the most value added by brokers to

their relationship. The funders gave a variety of responses on this topic,

from the very positive to the rather less so.

One point that was stressed by several was the importance of the position

of the broker as intermediary to ensure a mutually rewarding connection

between lender and customer. Basically, brokers are the front line, and

through their direct relationship with the customer they can help ensure that

any potential fraud is avoided by the right checks being put in place and

solid communication taking place between the broker and funder. 

This view was articulated by Ty Smith: “Brokers offer a dynamic route in to a fast-paced area of

the funding marketplace. They bring expertise and innovation to their overall approach. The key to

brokers adding value to the partnership is determined by the quality of the business they introduce

and employing a collaborative approach in how they introduce it.” 

Paul Bartley simply commented that added value comes from the same previously mentioned

qualities looked for in a broker partner, including a proven track record and specialism in the

funder’s markets, a clear understanding of the types of deals the funder wants, and the ability to

provide an actionable proposal.

This was taken up and expanded on by Robert Murray, who said: “Brokers add value by

submitting well-presented and comprehensive proposals to funders so that an informed decision

can be made quickly. Merely effecting the introduction of a customer to a funder does not add

value. Brokers can also make a difference and add value by actively assisting funders in times of

difficulty for the customer.”

Another funder who emphasised the importance of putting forward a comprehensive proposition

was Bill Dost, who said that brokers could best add value “by proposing a full deal, with a full

explanation at the time of credit proposal, and by sending in a complete deal when it’s time to

fund. One of the most difficult items for a funder to explain is the need to have a complete

transaction delivered at one time. When a deal arrives in pieces it slows the process down for

everyone as it forces the funder to touch the deal more times than is necessary.” 

Another angle to the broker/funder partnership is that brokers should maintain a reasonable panel

and regularly review it. Stephen Bassett demonstrated that funders also have an understanding of

the difficulties faced by brokers. He made the point that, with regard to the value added by

brokers, “In our opinion, they already do, very much so,” but continued: “However, funders can

come and go over time, and this means that brokers should not always go down the line of least

resistance. In the long term, doing so can leave their own business unnecessarily exposed to shifts

in the market, by them having too many eggs in too few baskets. This was precisely the case in

the very recent past, and nearly all brokers suffered greatly for a time; some did not survive. So,

some of the less aware brokers probably still need to learn that key lesson.”

The degree to which brokers add value is perhaps harder to gauge for the newer entrants to the

market. For Aldermore, George Ashworth responded: “In our estimation only 20% of brokers add

real value.”

However, giving Funding Circle’s perspective, Laura McMullen was more positive: “For us, the

broker market is an important resource of industry knowledge and a vital link to the business

community with which we engage. Brokers provide an effective, professional and knowledgeable

resource that helps us to project our message of fast and flexible commercial funding to growing

businesses.”
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Prospects for development in the broker/funder relationship

The final subject for examination is how brokers and funders might work more closely together,

and more beneficially, in the future. There were again a variety of views expressed on the potential

evolution of broker/funder partnerships in a post-recessionary era. The opinions were positive

overall, but with some concerns shown in areas such as transparency regarding income and

commission.

The timing of an actual climb out of recession into a period of any form of sustained growth is a

moot point, however. This implies that major changes are unlikely in the short to medium term,

although that does not rule out gradual evolution. As Arkle Finance’s Stephen Bassett said: “We

are not expecting particularly rapid structural changes in our sector of the market, but change will

surely come.” 

A general view of the prospect of selective closer relationships between brokers and funders was

given by Robert Murray of PCFG: “I see key relationships forming between funders and their best-

performing brokers (in terms of volume and quality).”

For Bill Dost of D&D Leasing, the best move is for the relationship simply to get tighter: “I believe

the best thing that can happen is for brokers and funders to work closely together. We all rise or

fall together.” And again there was an emphasis on the necessary qualities of transparency and

honesty in the partnership: “Transparency and honesty are hallmarks of the relationship.” 

From the point of view of the motor sector, Ty Smith of Arval broadly agreed, saying: “I would

expect the partnership to grow stronger with both parties exploring new ways to add value to each

other’s business through refining the proposition and targeting more efficient operating models.”

Paul Bartley of Close Leasing stressed the importance for brokers to develop their client

relationships, which will in turn benefit the broker/funder partnership: “Brokers need to become

closer to their clients with a full understanding of their business, rationale for investment and

financial information so as to properly communicate this to the funder.” 

The need for confidence in the partnership grown through increased market understanding and

cooperation was made by more than one interviewee. Several stressed the need for trust between

brokers and funders, and that the ability to provide good quality business on a regular basis, with

the underlying trust that the broker has carried out the necessary steps to ensure that regulatory

and business requirements are met, is vital. Added to this is the possibility of expansion for some

brokers, whereby the broker market may evolve with more partnerships and potential ‘super-

brokers’ acquiring orphaned businesses, although again it was stressed that the relationship

between the broker and funder needs to continue focusing on the trust factor, clear evidence of

exemplary working practices and efficient two-way communication. 

Broker evolution

Paul Bartley was one who raised the idea of super-brokers evolving, but through a different means

of growth: “They can also develop as super-brokers by taking on ex-finance company sales staff

that would perhaps be unable to secure arrangements with major funders in isolation.”

This evolution of the brokers themselves was commented on by others. Stephen Bassett referred

to the development of ‘own-book brokers’: “Provided that brokers do not seek too much

commission overall, they will remain more efficient for funders than operating with their own sales

forces. However, many larger brokers are creating significant lending portfolios of their own, and

some of these will themselves become part of the next generation of funders. The hybrid

broker/funder or funder/broker is already becoming a commonly occurring model. Purist funders

need to watch that they do not simply get left with the scraps as their emerging new competitors

own funding constraints fall away, they may eventually be forced to originate business from

elsewhere.” 

As a new entrant to the market, Funding Circle’s Laura McMullen remains confident in the

continuing strong relationship between broker and funder: “We believe that, as traditional bank

finance continues to be limited for businesses, the role of the intermediary will continue to play a

vital role to companies such as ours.”

And of course there is awareness among traditional funders of the potential for the expansion of

internet-based origination. One view is that this will remain a limited option for the time being, as

only relatively simple instruments can operate via this method at present, due to the complexities

of customer funding requirements and the variety of solutions for these.
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The arrival of these new business models may well lead to competition intensifying, given the

continuing constraints on funding availability. This situation may not be eased by tighter regulation,

as pointed out by Stephen Bassett: “With the advent of the FCA [Financial Conduct Authority] and

its likely stricter licensing and increased policing powers, it is entirely possible that brokers will find

themselves operating under increasing burdens in this regard, whether directly from such

authorities, or indirectly via their funders.” However, as Bassett concludes: “This is not necessarily

a bad thing from the perspective of an open and honest market.”

Peer-to-peer lending – a new direction in funding

There is constant pressure on businesses, and in particular SMEs, to seek new ways of escaping

from the credit crunch. Small businesses have limited finance options, with traditional banks

continuing to show little enthusiasm to lend, and SMEs lack the access to bond markets available

to larger companies. Recently, however, there has been a significant development in the form of

peer-to-peer lending to SMEs.

Two companies that have been established since the onset of the financial crisis to provide ways

for individuals to invest directly into SMEs are borro and Funding Circle. Borro was set up in 2008

and Funding Circle in 2010, both companies founded by entrepreneurs backed by a series of

equity and debt providers. And as their businesses have expanded, both have introduced broker-

based operations that are proving successful. In fact, both firms are now patrons of the NACFB.

Personal asset lending

A structural change that has occurred in the small business asset funding market is the evolution

of personal asset lenders – companies specializing in the provision of short-term lending to

individuals and small businesses – of which borro is a prime example. Although originally founded

as a business-to-consumer lender, demand from small businesses has grown to the extent that

some 20% of borro’s current loans are provided for SMEs.

The company specializes in short-term loans (average five months’ duration) of up to £1m and

secured against assets such as jewellery, luxury watches, fine art, antiques, prestige cars and

other high-value assets including gold and boats. A valuation team assesses the value of the asset

offered as security and can give “an approval in principle within minutes and cash within 24

hours”. 

Paul Aitken, borro’s founder, said: “With 2012 perceived as being one of the toughest years yet to

either launch a small business or keep one afloat, SME owners increasingly have to look at

alternative ways to secure the finance they need. Small businesses are at the heart of the UK

economy and need to be provided with quick, secure lending facilities. At borro it comes as little

surprise that small business owners represent 60% of the growing client base.”

Matching investors with businesses

Funding Circle is an online lending platform which matches private investors with businesses

looking for funding, offering loans over terms of one, three and five years. This business

proposition has been extended to the broker market (see the earlier references in this section) and,

as Laura McMullen stressed: “As traditional bank finance continues to be limited for businesses,

the intermediary will continue to play a vital role.”

McMullen added: “Traditionally, there has always been a strong bilateral relationship between

broker and lender.” Funding Circle says it consulted brokers extensively to help shape the launch

of its new asset finance and secured loan products in early 2012, and is now in a position to

broaden its products again following feedback from the broker community. It now offers loans

above £250,000 and will begin lending to sole traders and partnerships later in the year. 
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REGULATORY ISSUES

By Andy Thompson, legal & regulatory editor, Asset Finance International 

Brokers face a number of regulatory challenges in the period ahead. To some extent, different

types of lease brokerage will be affected in different ways. 

From the standpoint of regulatory impact, it is perhaps possible to identify three broad categories

of business model which together cover most types of brokerage in the leasing market, but which

will be affected in different ways by regulatory changes:

• pure intermediaries between lessee and lessor, generally remunerated by

commissions from lessors;

• ‘undisclosed agency’ brokers, who document lease contracts in their own names and

maintain a profile with the lessee as if they were in fact lessors, but who assign all the

leases at inception to a variety of unconnected leasing companies;

• ‘broker/lessors’, who act largely on the undisclosed agency model but also retain

some leases on their own books.

Also very much within the definition of brokers for the purposes of the Consumer Credit Act (CCA)

1974, although not within the normal commercial concept of brokerage, are the equipment

vendors in point-of-sale finance facilities. 

The essential focus of these notes is on ‘true brokers’ in the commercial sense and not on

vendors. However, in reviewing such regulatory instruments as the brokerage guidance from the

Office of Fair Trading (OFT) as described below, the fact that vendors are within the statutory

definition of brokers is often significant. It is necessary to assess which of the provisions

addressed to brokers are in fact principally relevant to vendors, and which ones apply to true

brokers, or perhaps to both types of party.

The scope of regulated agreements

The lease contracts subject to the most detailed regulation are those classified as regulated

agreements under the CCA. The Act is principally intended to protect ‘true consumers’, i.e. those

customers taking credit for private non-business purposes, through business-to-consumer (B2C)

contracts. Yet most (though not all) of its provisions also cover a relatively small sector of

business-to-business (B2B) contracts.

The regulated B2B (RB2B) agreements are those where:

• the customer is either a sole trader or a small partnership (with up to three partners)

rather than a company or any other kind of corporate body; and

• the value of the contract (which means the total of rentals in the case of a lease, but

the value of the credit in the case of hire purchase or unsecured lending) is below

£25,000.

The scope of RB2B leases, viewed against the overall lease market or the sectors where

brokerage is prevalent, is small and probably becoming smaller. Changes in UK direct taxation –

specifically the large gap which has opened up between the ‘small companies’ rate of corporation

tax and the top rate of income tax which is applicable to unincorporated traders – have been such

that few businesses of any size will now choose to trade on an unincorporated basis.  
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Nevertheless there is a material remaining sector of RB2B contracts, where customers may

comprise one of the following:

• firms for which professional rules prohibit or restrict incorporation;

• ‘micro-businesses’ whose current level of earnings is below the point where the tax

advantages of incorporation become critical; and

• a small but possibly growing number of operations where tax planning considerations

may actually favour unincorporated trading, because of the possibility of generating

periodic tax losses that could relieve personal taxation of income from other sources.  

As with principal lessors, brokers will require consumer credit licences (CCLs) if they are

undertaking any RB2B business, however small a proportion of the total. There will be some

brokers, for example those operating only in the market for public sector lessees, which could

safely operate unlicensed without restricting their business opportunities or facing a serious

compliance issue in the event that one or more brokered agreement could turn out to have been a

regulated contract. 

In most market sectors, however, operating without a CCL will not be feasible. Moreover,

compliance issues for a licence holder may be perceived by the enforcement authorities even in

relation to practices of a licensed broker which were in fact confined to unregulated business.

Leasing malpractices

For any regulated parties in the leasing industry, the current outlook needs to be viewed in the

light of some recent malpractices by vendors in the point-of-sale small ticket leasing market.

These areas of business, which have been highlighted in recent BBC radio and TV broadcasts,

are, if any, the ones that could have regulatory consequences for lessors and/or brokers.    

The common features of these malpractices are as follows:

• all involved apparent serious fraud on the part of equipment vendors;

• with a few exceptions, the leases passed through third party brokers unconnected

with the vendors, and the vendors did not have trading agreements with the lessors;

• the misrepresentations involved promises, wholly or largely unfulfilled, of benefits to

lessees outside the lease terms. These benefits comprised either supplies of services

connected with use of the leased equipment, ‘upgrade’ settlements of pre-existing

leases or promises by the equipment supplier to cover or subsidise the rentals; 

• the purported benefits available with the new lease were not documented on the

lease contracts, but promised in ‘side letters’ and/or orally by the vendors. They were

not known to the lessors, nor necessarily to the brokers;

• the amounts invoiced to, and settled by, the lessors for the sale of the new equipment

on lease far exceeded the value of that equipment;

• many of the lessees will have been aware that their contracted lease rentals were

disproportionate to the value of the equipment supplied on the new leases, but will

have been led to believe that the promised ‘benefits’ are in effect rolled up in the cost

of the lease;

• the vendors became insolvent and ceased trading by the time that the extent of the

malpractice came to light, its sales personnel having first taken out the proceeds of

the fraud by way of sales commissions or otherwise. Hence there is in practical terms

no legal redress for lessees or lessees against the vendor companies.    

The great majority of these contracts have been unregulated for CCA purposes. The bulk of the

customers have been either SME companies, schools or in some cases charities.
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OFT broker guidance

A specific set of regulatory guidelines for brokers was issued by the OFT in November 2011

(‘Credit Brokers and Intermediaries: OFT Guidance’).

From the general tone and emphasis of the guidance two general inferences can be drawn,

representing respectively good and bad news from the standpoint of lease brokers:

• it is clear that brokers and vendors in certain B2C rather than B2B sectors – such as

sub-prime mortgage brokers, motor dealers, debt management companies involved

in arranging consolidation  loans, and price comparison websites – are at the forefront

of the OFT's regulatory focus;

• at the same time, however, the guidance does stress that RB2B agreements are

potentially within its scope.

Within a general summary on compliance issues in paragraph 8.2, there is a statement which

(though possibly open to other interpretations) could be seen as implying that brokers should go

some way towards applying the same principles in relation to unregulated B2B (UB2B)

agreements.  This states: “To the extent that it is appropriate to do so, we will expect brokers and

intermediaries to have regard to both the letter and the spirit of this guidance.”

Undisclosed agency

In paragraph 3.7 (e), within a “non-exhaustive list” of “unfair or improper business practices” to

which the OFT will have regard for the purposes of the fitness test in licensing, there is specified

the following:

• “stating or implying that a broker itself provides credit while credit is in fact provided

by a third party creditor; and/or

• failing to make clear to the borrower that the broker is a broker and not a creditor.”

This part of the guidance is applicable to both credit and hire agreements in the regulated sector,

so that a lessee would be within the scope of ‘borrower’. At first sight, this would appear to

impugn the whole business model of undisclosed agency as used by some brokers and

broker/lessors.

Although this model has been a feature within many recent leasing malpractices, it undoubtedly

has a much wider and more long-standing provenance in business of the highest standards of

integrity – both in the brokerage sector as understood in the commercial sense, and among

vendors in point-of-sale leasing. 

Also pertinent in this respect is paragraph 8.4 of the guidance, under the heading ‘Regulatory

compliance and enforcement’, where it is stated that “If we form the view that the licensee's

business model is, or is likely to be … a cause of significant … consumer detriment, we are likely

to consider the business unfit to hold a consumer credit licence.”
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On the other hand, lease brokers can take some comfort from the fact that the sole instance of

consumer detriment attributable to undisclosed agency cited in the OFT guidance appears to

concern a data protection issue relevant to B2C contracts. It states that where there is failure to

clarify the fact that broker and creditor identities are separate, “consequently the borrower's

details will be passed on to a third party to consider his application for credit”.

This implies very strongly that RB2B contracts are at least not in the front line of the OFT's

concerns with undisclosed agency. Had they been considering B2B contracts in this context, they

might have cited a wider range of possible detriments to the customer. 

For in the B2B case, a line of legal precedents (from the case of Branwhite v Worcester Works

Finance Ltd, decided by the Court of Appeal in 1969, to that of Lease Management Services v

Purnell Secretarial Services in the same court in 1994) leaves room for doubt in some such cases

as to whether a customer would have redress against the finance company for a material

misrepresentation (fraudulent or otherwise) on the part of the intermediary. In such a case the

customer's position would seem to be stronger where it is a point-of-sale vendor trading through

undisclosed agency (as in the Purnell case) than where a true broker is doing so. 

In B2C contracts by contrast, Section 75 of the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (which applies only to

true consumers and not to RB2B contracts) creates “joint and several liability” as between the

financier and the intermediary. To this extent it sets aside the Branwhite precedent. 

So the lack of any reference in the OFT's guidance to the questions of doubts about the legal

agency principle, and the consequences of this for the customer, suggests that it had B2C rather

than RB2B contracts in mind with its comments on undisclosed agency. Those comments should

nevertheless be of some concern to those lease brokers using undisclosed agency.

Disclosure of commissions

One of the most specific rules introduced by the OFT broker guidance is a conditional rule

requiring disclosure to customers of commissions receivable by the broker from the financier. This

is done through paragraph 3.7 (i), bringing the relevant type of non-disclosure within the “shopping

list” of “unfair or improper business practices”.

However, the stated conditions for triggering this rule are probably such that relatively few lease

brokers would in practice be affected. Nevertheless due to the variety of potential trading

arrangements in the brokerage market, in respect of both commission and other relevant aspects,

it is perhaps difficult to make unqualified judgements on this point across the board. 

The rule requires disclosure where: 

• “ … commission could act as an undue incentive for … a broker … to recommend a

particular credit product (as opposed to an alternative, from the borrower's

perspective, from a product range available to the broker) to [the customer] …; and/or

• where knowledge of the … commission could … have a material impact on the

potential borrower's borrowing decision.”

A typical lease broker may not be brokering a wide range of credit products. Commission rates will

nevertheless vary from one lessor to another. 

There will certainly be an incentive for brokers to place customers with lessors that offer the best

commission terms, and these will not always be those quoting the best lease terms for the

customer. However, that fact alone does not necessarily trigger the disclosure rule as drafted. 

It is perhaps debatable whether a range of sources for a generally standardised type of lease

offering sought by the lessee amounts to a “product range” within the meaning of the OFT rule. 
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Moreover, even where commission terms give an incentive for a broker to place a deal with a

lessor that does not offer the best lease rate, it does not follow that “knowledge of the

commission” would affect the customer's decision. For alternative lessors might not necessarily

be accepting business through direct channels. Nor in any event would disclosure of a

commission relevant to a quotation offered to the lessee always reveal whether more competitive

quotations would have been available from lessors offering less favourable commission.   

The responses of finance brokers to the commission disclosure rule are likely to differ from one

financial services sector to another, due to variable market features affecting the possible

triggering of such a conditional rule. In some sectors it is likely that customers will come to expect

disclosure of commissions, while in others they will not. Lease brokerage would not seem to be a

sector where the rule would most obviously be triggered.   

A change of regulator

Under the Financial Services Bill currently before Parliament, it is planned that the OFT's licensing

powers and regulatory oversight under the CCA will pass to the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA),

which on January 1 2013 will become the successor body to the Financial Services Authority

(FSA). 

The FSA is already the regulator and licensing authority for all other regulated financial services

areas, under the Financial Services and Markets Act (FSMA) 2000. However, the transfer of

powers to the FCA will not take place in January next year, and probably not until at least several

months later. 

The transfer will be effected by secondary legislation through powers to be conferred by

enactment of the current Bill. It is not proposed to be done before the outcome of current reviews

of other OFT powers; and it is even possible that the government could eventually change its

plans and not proceed with the transfer.

Assuming that the transfer does go ahead, the implications could be far-reaching. Firstly the FCA,

like the FSA currently under powers conferred by FSMA, will be a rule maker, whereas the OFT is

merely an enforcer of powers conferred by statute. The FCA would obtain power, which the OFT

currently lacks, to outlaw commercial practices which it found objectionable by a speedy

executive rule-making process.

Second, the FCA would enjoy more extensive penalty powers for deemed breaches of regulations

or licensing conditions compared with those now enjoyed by the OFT – although the latter were

extended by the CCA 2006, which introduced civil penalty powers as an alternative to the ‘nuclear

option’ of rescinding licences.          

When the government first issued consultative proposals on this transfer of powers, it envisaged

the possibility of wholesale repeal of the CCAs of 1974 and 2006, and the extensive secondary

regulations made under the 1974 Act in areas such as the documentation and marketing of

agreements. That would have left the new rule making regulator to start with a clean sheet. 

Such a proposal would have facilitated possible deregulation in some specific areas, as well as

extensions of regulation elsewhere. However, this radical option is not now proposed. At the

beginning of this year, when the current Bill was published, it was announced that all the

consumer protection provisions under the CCA will remain in force. It now appears more like a

one-way street towards higher levels of regulation, with FCA executive rule-making adding to the

existing statutory restrictions rather than ever reducing them. 

Many aspects of the transfer nevertheless remain unclear. This includes the question of whether

there will be a continuing CCA enforcement role for local authority trading standards departments

(or in Northern Ireland a separate government department) – or whether these roles will also be

subsumed by the FCA.     

In its brokerage guidance the OFT alluded to the possibility of a change of regulator, but

suggested that that the substantive terms of the guidance would survive the change. In the

introductory section it stated: “We consider that [these] principles will continue to be relevant …

notwithstanding possible future changes in the regulatory regime.”

A note on the subject by the law firm SNR Denton earlier this year summed up the outlook by

commenting: “The FSA has become, and the FCA will be, a proactive and interventionist regulator

while the OFT has applied a lighter reactive approach.”
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Lessors and brokers

It is likely that leasing companies will take their own steps to forestall malpractices in the leasing

market, and to respond to changes in the regulatory environment, in the period ahead. Brokers in

some sectors could be affected by these moves.

The OFT brokerage guidance indicates that principals in the market will to some extent be held

accountable for the behaviour of intermediaries. Paragraph 1.24 states: “The OFT considers that

creditors should take responsibility for the actions or omissions of brokers or intermediaries acting

as their agents and/or business associates …

“[This may apply] if … [the broker or intermediary] has an ongoing relationship with the creditor, or

frequently does business with the creditor. This will be a matter of fact and degree.

“... If a creditor … continues to do business with a third party which it suspects, or reasonably

ought to suspect, is engaged in behaviour which the OFT is likely to consider to be inconsistent

with fitness to hold a licence, its own fitness may be called into question.”

The Finance & Leasing Association (FLA) as the trade body for UK lessors is concerned to monitor

any issues of good practice raised by the conduct of intermediaries in all sectors of finance

business, including leases. Code of Practice rules adopted by the FLA over 10 years ago in

respect of brokerage practices in the market for leases to public sector lessees made an important

contribution to cleaning up some earlier areas of malpractice.

Currently the FLA is conscious of the need to clean up vendor malpractices in small-ticket leasing

transactions – where, as noted above, lease brokers also have a role. None of the recent patterns

of fraud could have occurred but for the fact that leasing companies were paying suppliers far

more than the true value of the equipment sold on lease. 

Between 1994 and 2009 the FLA operated a specific Code of Practice rule at the small-ticket end

of the point-of-sale market (for deals worth less than £50,000 per agreement), whereby its member

companies were in general required to pay no more than fair value for the equipment.

Unfortunately this disappeared as a specific rule when the FLA Business Code was last reviewed,

due to a move to a more “principles based” approach in place of detailed rules.

However, the FLA is now focusing on the need for price checks among other safeguards against

fraud and malpractice in the point-of-sale market. It has been developing a number of points of

best practice, and these will be announced at its Asset Finance Operations Group conference in

December this year.

Lease accounting

One important coming regulatory development will affect a completely different aspect of leasing,

in the shape of new accounting rules. Those brokers whose business model brings them into a

close advisory relationship with lessees will need to keep abreast of these developments. 

A new global leasing standard to replace the current international standard IAS 17 has been under

consideration for some years by the standard setting bodies, the International Accounting

Standards Board (IASB) in conjunction with the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).

Its key feature will be to require capitalisation of presently off-balance-sheet operating leases. 

A re-exposure draft of this standard will be issued for public comment early next year. As

presently proposed, virtually all equipment leases would be accounted for exactly as are finance

leases under current rules. Conceivably the proposals could be changed so that the method of

annual expensing for operating leases could remain different from that for finance leases, but the

principle of capitalising all leases is almost certain to go ahead in some form. 

The precise operative date of the change in accounting rules has yet to be determined. Currently it

seems most likely that the change in IAS 17 (mainly affecting listed companies) will become fully

operative in January 2017. A corresponding change in the UK lease accounting standard SSAP

21, affecting a much greater number of lessees in the UK, would be certain to follow soon

afterwards. 

Many public sector lessees such as local authorities and NHS hospital groups are currently keen

to obtain operating lease terms, because of the accounting rules and also centrally imposed

capital expenditure control regimes aligned to those rules. 

Brokers and advisory firms in this sector will be familiar with the current preferences of these

lessees. The latter will be looking to these intermediaries to advise them on the coming change.

Lessees may well continue to see objective attractions in deals where lessors or suppliers assume

residual value risk, but the current ‘cliff edge’ boundary between finance and operating leases

would change.               
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TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

A new business model for funders and brokers

Richard Carter is chief executive of Nostrum Group

He told Asset Finance International that several issues resulting from the

Review were of great significance for the future of the UK broker sector.

“Firstly,” he said, “demand for equipment finance continues to grow steadily

and at the same time more brokers are being formed. NACFB figures show

that brokers introduced 16% more business to lenders over a 12-month

period, reaching a total of £3.4 billion and ever more brokers are specialising

in equipment financing.

“At the same time the average deal size has risen to around £64,000, and the average amount of

business done by each broker doubled in recent months, to over £2 million.”

A central theme in the Review is that funders are becoming more demanding of their broker

network and the shift of “power” from broker to funders has continued. Funders are increasingly

expecting more from their brokers in terms of information, co-operation and an ever improving

ratio of acceptances/declines.

Several brokers feel that their role is changing from being sales- and process-driven to being

encouraged to act in a consultative and advisory manner.

“The balance of power has definitely moved from broker to funder,” Carter said, “and this has

been driven by the increasing demand for asset finance – and the limited supply of funds.”

“Increasingly, funders will only deal with brokers whose level of professionalism matches their

own. They want a full business case for proposals and this will mean a greater effort on behalf of

brokers.”

Carter argues that given this increased requirement for credit information and proposal backup by

funders, asset finance brokers will need extra information-collection capabilities in-house. These

will include greater detailing of previous transactions and more records of credit performance of

completed deals.

“Brokers can’t afford to get it wrong in the current climate,” he stressed. “If funders notice that a

particular broker’s ratios are out of kilter then they will drop them from their panel.”

At the same time, given the limited appetite of funders at the present time, together with ING

Lease’s departure from the market, Carter believes that more brokers will start writing their own

book.

“This is especially likely since the economy is showing signs of improving and demand is likely to

continue trending upwards,” he added.

Given these changes to the broker sector Carter believes it is incumbent upon small to medium-

sized intermediaries to invest in technology in a similar way that so-called “super brokers” have in

recent years. “At the same time,” he said, “system providers should refine their solutions to fit

brokers’ cost requirements. These include the need to process balances around the £60,000 level

which are low in numbers but high in value.”

Carter also stressed the need for funders to meet brokers half-way by “opening up their systems

to funders”. “If funders want both an increase in quality of proposals and a greater fit of

originations to their own requirements, then they should be prepared to share systems with their

intermediary sources of new business,” he said.
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ASSET FINANCE DIRECTORY

NACFB asset finance brokers

Account Name Primary Contact Main Phone E-mail

A H Corporate Finance Ltd Iain Crockatt 01296 334 700 iain@ahfinance.co.uk

A1 Capital Limited Ian Smith 01937 588 084 ian@a1capital.co.uk

ADD Capital Finance Ltd Daniel Hornblow 01202 871 160 danielhornblow@addcapital 

finance.co.uk

AFEM Leasing Brokers Ltd Anthony Sawyer 0161 637 9422 sales@afemleasingfinance.co.uk

Affinity Asset Finance Ltd Neil Kimberley 07540 051 196 neil@affinityassetfinance.co.uk

AGF (Agriculture & Paul McCarthy 01291 690 696 pmccarthy@pmbusiness

Groundscare Finance) consultants.com

Alchemy Capital Ltd Andrew McVicar 07889 060 031 andrewmcvicar@alchemycapital.co.uk

Allied Finance (UK) Ltd Dennis Diggins 0208 423 3799 office@alliedfinance.co.uk

Asset and Corporate Finance Ltd Gary Cassell 08702 400 693 gary@assetandcorporatefinance.co.uk

Asset Based Finance and Leasing Mike Deacon 0208 866 0961 mike@abfl-ltd.co.uk

Asset Finance Solutions (UK) Ltd Nick Simpson 01904 481 786 nick.simpson@afsuk.com

Auckland Financial Services Christine Daulby 01903 503 602 info@auckland-fs.co.uk

Azule Ltd t/a Azule Finance Peter Savage 0845 260 2300 peter.savage@azule.co.uk

B A Finance & Mortgage Co. Kam Patel 0208 682 0800 bafinance@btconnect.com

B C Asset Finance Ltd Robert Campbell 02897 542 178 bcassetfinance@btconnect.com

B2B Cashflow Solutions Ltd Simon Reynolds 01508 494 345 simon@b2bcashflowsolutions.co.uk

Beacon Associates UK Ltd Ben Guy 01981 251 485 ben.guy@beaconassetfinance.co.uk

Bentley Associates Phillip John Bentley 01423 522 571 phil@bentleyassociates.net

Bluestone Leasing Limited Vineesh Madaan 01924 248 800 vineesh.madaan@bluestone 

leasing.com

Business Finance Solutions UK Ltd Emma Robison 01158 508 105 emma@uk-cvs.com

Capex Asset Finance Ltd Alan Hunt 0121 262 6520 alan@capexfinance.co.uk

Capital Funding Solutions Ltd Michael Hankin 01565 734 713 mike@capital-funding-solutions.com

Central & West Finance Kevin Atkins 01604 770 149 kevin@centralandwest.co.uk

Central Asset Finance Ltd Malcolm Parsons 0845 223 2036 malcolm@centralassetfinance.co.uk

CH Finance (Glossop) Ltd 

t/a High Peak Finance Cath Hodkinson 0845 313 2750 cath@highpeakfinance.co.uk

Chenalfame Limited Ray Wells 0207 381 8384 ray.wells@first-for-business.com

Citi Finance Gordon Ridgers 07771 866 226 gr@citi-finance.com

City Capital London LLP Duncan Hunt 0207 404 4114 duncanhunt@citycapital.co.uk

CMG Asset Finance Barry Stevens 01252 378 887 cmg.finance@ntlworld.com

Commercial Finance Services Ltd Julian Stafford 01903 411 813 julian@commercial 

financeservices.co.uk

Connect Asset Finance Greg Barrett 01708 438 289 greg@connectassetfinance.com

Corporate Asset Solutions Ltd Zac Cogan 0845 279 9777 zac@corporateasset.co.uk

Corporate Leasing and Finance LtdAmanda Stevenson 01322 663 242 amanda@corporateleasing.co.uk

Cotswold Funding Solutions Stephen Varcoe 01285 640 908 info@cotswoldfunding.co.uk

Cranmer Lawrence & Company LtdKen Hunnisett 01494 689 500 kh@cranmerlawrence.com

Dash Commercial Finance Ltd Peter Gooden 01293 804 570 peter_gooden@dcfltd.co.uk

David Wallin Associates David Wallin 01159 235 839 dave@d-w-a.demon.co.uk

Direct Commercial Finance Owen Brunning 07525 823 547 lakebrunning@hotmail.com

Eastern Credit Ltd Paul Needham 01493 856 069 enquiries@easterncredit.co.uk

ECS Management Services Ltd Andrew Craggs 08448 843 221 acraggs@ecsgroup.co.uk

Edenbane Business Finance William McCaw 02829 557 333 edenbane.finance@googlemail.com

Field Solutions Ltd Alun Rowland Booth 01284 810 629 sales@fslimited.com

Finance for Industry Ltd Andy Curran 01904 448 131 andy@financeforindustry.org

Finance in Partnership Ltd Lloyd Booker 01273 834 645 lloyd@financeinpartnership.co.uk

First Business Finance (UK) Ltd David Jordan 01634 386 869 david@firstbusinessgroup.co.uk

First Capital Finance Ltd David Mogg 01202 434 000 richard.perry@firstcapitalfinance.co.uk

First Finance Group Partners David Arr 01905 641 151 ffmgroup@btconnect.com

First For Business Ltd Donald Brame 0870 141 7445 don.brame@first-for-business.com

First Funding William Flatau 0208 879 6120 william.flatau@firstfunding.org

Fulton Network Ltd 

t/a Fulton Leasing Tano Di Girolamo 01189 838 020 tano@fultonleasing.co.uk

Funding Solutions UK Limited Ian Hepworth 0845 251 4040 finance@fundingsolutionsuk.co.uk

G.A.P Enterprises t/a 

Michael Gaffney Asset Finance Michael Gaffney 01372 276 631 info@mgaf.co.uk
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Gareth Wyn Jones t/a 

Cyllid Cymru Finance Gareth Jones 01570 470 890 garethjonescyllidcymru

finance@yahoo.co.uk

Genesis Capital 

(Finance & Leasing) Matthew Porton 0208 255 5505 info@genesiscapital.co.uk

Global Asset Finance Ltd Stephen Gruenewald 0844 740 7747 stephen@globalassetfinance.com

GNG Credit Ltd Noel Gibson 07977 137 120 gngcredit1@btinternet.com

Go Vehicles Ltd Oliver Rayner 01133 913 070 info@go-vehicles.co.uk

Gordon Martin Financial Services Gordon Martin 07775 866 792 info@gordon-martin.co.uk

Griffin Financial Services Ltd Mike Griffin 01634 848 434 g2madvisor1@btconnect.com

Hanna Financial Services Alister Hanna 02891 273 441 alister@hannafinancialservices.co.uk

Harding Broker Ltd John Harding 01452 740 180 hardingbroker@googlemail.com

Henry Howard Finance Plc Howard Ross 01633 415 222 hross@hhf.uk.com

Ignition Credit plc Alan E Tutte 01872 272 900 alantutte@ignitioncredit.co.uk

Infinity Capital Partners Ltd Ian Greenstreet 0207 397 8595 greenstreet@infinitycapital.co.uk

Integra Asset Finance Ltd Glyn Meredith 01494 771 185 glynm@integra-asset.co.uk

JK Asset Finance Ltd Ken Howlett 01204 888 028 ken@jkasset.com

John F. Anderson Fin. Services John Anderson 02838 891 491 jfanderson@talktalk.net

JTML.com Ltd Matthew Zagni 01473 286 666 enquiries@jtml-finance.com

Kingston Equity & Finance Ltd 

t/a Victor Finance Group Stewart Shirtliff 01724 844 111 stewart@victorfinance.co.uk

Leasing Programmes Ltd Andrew Wyeth 01823 663 737 andrew@leasingprogrammes.co.uk

LHE Finance Ltd Barry Hymers 01425 474 070 tgeary@lhefinance.co.uk

Lincoln Finance Ltd Jason Lincoln 01142 830 805 mail@lincolnfinance.co.uk

Loman Asset Finance Ltd James Low 01934 710 172 lomanbusiness@btinternet.com

Low Cost Vans Rod Lloyd 01792 818 538 info@lowcostvans.co.uk

Medialease Ltd Simon Ball 01327 872 531 simon@medialease.com

MGF Asset Finance Mark Forbes 01642 791 988 mark.forbes@ntlworld.com

Michael Jones Associates 

(Lincoln) Ltd Michael Jones 01522 687 756 michaeljonesmja@hotmail.com

Midlands Asset Finance Ltd Sue Atkin 01159 586 873 sueatkin@midlandsassetfinance.co.uk

MK Funding Ltd Howard Shipstone 01908 265 522 howard@mkfunding.co.uk

Moore Finance Ltd Nigel Garner 0845 094 0373 nigel.garner@moorefinance.com

Moorland Finance Limited Malcolm Taylor 01626 333 373 malcolm@moorlandfinance.co.uk

Nationwide Asset Finance Limited David Eckersley 01539 735 200 david@nationwide-asset-finance.co.uk

Network Asset Finance Ltd Jon Hartnoll 01454 281 125 jhnetworkasset@blueyonder.co.uk

Northbrook Consulting Ltd Pushpinder Wadhwa08450 177 755 ps_wadhwa@northbrookconsulting.co.uk

OPM Leasing Tony Trinder 01524 272 558 tony.trinder@opmfinance.co.uk

Orion Finance & Leasing Ltd Jeff Flitcroft 01625 503 700 jeff.flitcroft@orionfinance.com

Parkinson Business Finance Ltd David Parkinson 01204 496 999 david@parkinsonbf.co.uk

Performance Finance Stacey Pywell 01536 529 696 info@performancefinance.co.uk

Pioneer Corporate Finance Ltd Richard Huxley 07977 000 096 ddavies@pioneercf.co.uk

Platinum Money Ltd Ian Hart 01133 870 602 ian@platinummoney.co.uk

PLB Asset Finance Ltd Paul Barnes 01162 788 657 plbarnes@tiscali.co.uk

Plus Finance Ltd Nicki Matthews 01494 783 773 nicki@plusfinance.co.uk

PMD Leasing Peter Dobson 0161 633 2548 peter@pmdleasing.co.uk

Portman Asset Finance Ltd Alex Read 0844 800 8825 aread@portmanassetfinance.co.uk

Premier Asset Finance Kevin Davidson 01312 483 779 kevindavidson@premierassetfinance.co.uk

Premier Engineering 

& General Finance Ltd Keith Pallett 01268 573 149 kpallett@premierbf.fsnet.co.uk

Premier Independent Finance Ltd Robert Lamont 01786 82 1029 robert@premier-if.co.uk

Radar Finance & Leasing Ltd Tony Reid 01335 3614 02 tony@radarfinance.com

Regency Commercial Finance Richard Purcell 01242 584 580 richard@regency 

commercialfinance.co.uk

RFL Credit Paul Restall 01352 700 033 sales@rflcredit.com

Richmond Asset Finance Ltd Rod Thornley 0113 288 3277 rod@richmondassetfinance.co.uk

Rollinson Smith Financial Services Stephen Ostrowski 01952 607 630 steve.ostrowski@rollinsonsmithfs.co.uk

Satellite Finance Ltd Jonathan Beese 01633 262 722 jbeese@satellitefinancelimited.com

Simply Asset Finance Ltd Steven Adams 02920 263 637 steven.adams@simply-

assetfinance.co.uk

SKM Asset Finance Ltd Steve Moody 01202 855 487 steve@skmassetfinance.co.uk

Sterling Capital Asset Finance Ltd Wayne Humphreys 01225 444 075 waynehumphreys@sterling-

capital.co.uk

Stoke Park Finance Limited Ronnie Allan 01416 391 410 stoke-park@msn.com

Stratford Corporate Finance Ltd Richard Rigg 01217 431 644 richardrigg@tfcl.co.uk

Sussex Asset Finance Ltd Chris Turner 01444 246 000 chris@sussexassetfinance.co.uk

T & L Leasing Ltd Darren Hallmark 01244 677 716 darren@tl-leasing.co.uk
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TBMC Asset Finance Eric Torjussen 01443 844 881 eric@tbmcasset.co.uk

Tech 5 Ltd Colin Theedom 01298 766 190 colin@tech5.co.uk

The Boss Corporation Mike Boss 0845 257 4685 mikeboss@thebosscorporation.co.uk

The Oxford Funding Company Ltd Peter Williams 01242 226 662 peter@thefundingco.co.uk

Troman Finance Ltd David Troke 01306 631 340 tromanfinance@aol.com

Valentine Financial Services Phil Valentine 01543 251 689 phil@valentinefs.co.uk

Valley Finance Ltd Tim Thornton 01435 868831 timthornton@btconnect.com

Walter Beacom Fin.Services Ltd Walter Beacom 07715 176 620 walter.beacom@btinternet.com

Wentworth Business Finance Ltd Tony Dyson 01226 361 136 tonydyson@wentworthbusinessfinance.co.uk

West Ridge Finance Malcolm Kearvell 01780 751 047 malcolmkearvell@westridgefinance.co.uk

Whitewater Finance Ltd Philippe Allison 01256 761 444 philippe.allison@whitewaterfinance.co.uk

Wrayburn Asset Finance Michael Robinson 01524 782 222 wrayburnasset@aol.com

NACFB Patrons

Account Name Primary Contact Main Phone E-mail

Affirmative Finance Ltd Ian Harrison 0870 112 3111 ian.harrison@afff.co.uk

Aldermore Robert Lankey 01733 404 500 info@aldermore.co.uk

Alternative Bridging Corporation Jonathan Rubin 0845 262 2222

jonathan.rubins@alternativebridging.co.uk

Arkle Finance Dan Bailey 01933 304 791 dbailey@arklefinance.co.uk

Asset Advantage Ltd Philip Knight 01256 316 200 philip.knight@assetadvantage.co.uk

Bank of China Garry Sukhija 0207 282 8888 gsukhija@mail.notes.bank-of-china.com

Bank Of Cyprus UK Ltd Chris Ttouli 0845 850 5555 cttouli@bankofcyprus.co.uk

Barclays Bank Peter Caldicott 07557 564 092 Peter.caldicott@barclays.com

Bibby Financial Services Ltd Graham Plater 0800 919 592 gplater@bibbyfinancialservices.com

Bishopsgate Funding Ltd Jim Beardsley 01612 735 188 jimbeardsley@bishopsgatefunding.com

Borro Ltd Paul Brett 0800 014 8618 paul.brett@borro.com

Bridgebank Capital Ltd Laurence Goodman 0808 222 2211 lgoodman@bridgebankcapital.co.uk

Bridging Finance Solutions Steve Barber 0151 639 7554 steve@bridgingfinance-solutions.co.uk

Business Finance UK Limited Adrian Coles 0845 450 9363 adrianc@bfl-uk.co.uk

Cheval Bridging Finance Ltd Allan Kay 0844 800 3200 info@cheval.co.uk

Churchill Finance Group Ltd John Golby 020 8440 6644 john@churchillfinancegroup.com

Clifton Asset Management Plc Mark Johnson 01275 813 700 mark.johnson@clifton-asset.co.uk

Close Asset Finance Ian Willetts 01527 69 755 iwilletts@closeasset.co.uk

Close Invoice Finance Luke Soper 08081 592 426 lsoper@closeinvoice.co.uk

Close Leasing Paul Bartley 0208 339 4805 pbartley@close-leasing.com   

Close Property Finance Rowland Thomas 0207 655 3655 cpf@closebrothers.co.uk

Commercial Acceptances Limited Daniel Hertz 0207 655 3388 daniel@acceptances.co.uk

Conister Bank Ltd Juan Kelly 01624 694 694 juan.kelly@conisterbank.co.im

Contour Capital Scott Harvey 0207 667 1854 sharvey@contour-capital.com

D&D Leasing UK Ltd. Brian Jerome 0207 618 0926 bjerome@danddleasing.co.uk

Devon & Cornwall Securities Ltd Daniel Sproull 01840 212 832

daniel@devonandcornwallsecurities.co.uk

Dragonfly Property Finance Mark Posniak 0800 294 6850 mark@dragonflyfinance.com

FBSE Finance ltd Dorian Nineberg 0845 260 3366 dorian@fbsefinance.com

Fincorp Ltd Barry Scott 0207 722 7547 barry@fincorp.co.uk

First Merchant Finance Plc Tony Hamlin 0208 547 0180 finance@firstmerchant.co.uk

FLA Julian Rose 0207 420 9610 julian.rose@fla.org.uk

Funding Circle Ltd Laura McMullen 0207 903 5040 laura@fundingcircle.com

Gener8 Finance Ltd Karen Howarth 0845 812 8808 khh@gener8finance.com

Glenmore Capital Ltd Nick Sneddon 0207 935 0100 nick@glenmorecapital.co.uk

Goldentree Financial Services Ltd Simon Ismail 01925 846 420 simon.ismail@goldentreefs.co.uk

Hampshire Trust Simon Atherton 01329 234 294 sa@htplc.co.uk

Helmsley Acceptances Ltd Richard Peak 01904 682 800 Richard-Peak@helmsley.co.uk

Hitachi Capital Invoice Finance John Atkinson 0844 815 0050 john.atkinson@hitachicapital.co.uk

Interface Financial Group Paul Barnsley 01562 228 681 pbarnsley@interfacefinancial.com

Investec Asset Finance Plc Martin Harries 0844 243 4111 martin.harries@investec.co.uk

Kingsway Finance & Leasing Plc Mike Day 01625 540 600 enquiries@kingswayfinance.com

Lancashire Mortgage Corporation Alison Milner 0844 873 4150 applications@lancashiremortgage.co.uk

LC Corporate Strategies Daniel Booth 0161 831 9999 dbooth@corporatestrategiesplc.com

Liberty Leasing Plc Paul Sheedy 02380 456 565 enquiries@libertyleasing.co.uk

Lloyds TSB Paul Narramore 07860 527 974 paul.narramore@lloydstsb.co.uk

Masthaven Bridging Finance Ltd Richard Deacon 0207 036 2000 richard.deacon@masthaven.co.uk

Merchant Cash Express Richard Morley 0203 170 7890 richard.morley@mceuk.com
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Moneycorp - 

Commercial Foreign Exchange Marianne Gilmore 0207 823 7400 marianne.gilmore@moneycorp.com

Montello Bridging Finance Christian Faes 0800 130 3388 cfaes@montello.co.uk

Motorfox Limited Shaun Tuhey 0844 567 2960 shaun.tuhey@motorfox.co.uk

MT Finance Tomer Aboody 0207 073 2809 taboody@mt-finance.com

National Counties Building Society Steve Iles 01372 845 380 commercial@ncbs.co.uk

NatWest Bank Alastair Hutt 07818 013 290 alastair.hutt@rbs.co.uk

Norwich & Peterborough B.S.y Graham Toy 01733 372 425 lending.team@nandp.co.uk

Nostrum Group Ltd Richard Carter 08448 118 039 richard.carter@nostrumgroup.com

Omni Capital Bob Sturges 03332 401 792 enquiries@omnicapital.co.uk

Paragon Mortgages Limited John Heron 01217 122 561 john.heron@paragon-group.co.uk

Peninsula Finance Plc Alan Bridgeman 01752 292 568 enquiries@peninsulafinance.com

PKF (UK) LLP Brian Burke 0207 065 0335 brian.burke@uk.pkf.com

Platform Black Ltd Christopher Shaw 02380 606 140 christopher.shaw@platformblack.com

Portal Tax Claims Phillip Brooks 01634 733 166 shaun@portaltaxclaims.com

Precise Mortgages Alan Cleary 07432 724 832 alan.cleary@precisemortgages.co.uk

Premier Guarantee Jamie Jolly 08444 120 888 jamie.jolly@premierguarantee.co.uk

Private & Commercial Finance Gp Robert Murray 0207 222 2426 robertmurray@pcfg.co.uk 

QIB (UK) Plc Shahzad Butt 0207 268 7200 sbutt@qib-uk.com

Regentsmead James Bloom 0208 952 1414 jbloom@regentsmead.com

RSM Tenon Jill Sandford 01159 489 699 jill.sandford@rsmtenon.com

Santander UK Plc Mark Aston 07824 431 303 mark.aston@santander.co.uk

Shawbrook Bank Limited Stephen Johnson 01277 751 111 cm.broker@shawbrook.co.uk

Singers Asset Finance Chris Cornwell 01306 647 155 underwriters@singersaf.co.uk

State Securities Plc Barry Hutchings 01489 775 600 enquiries@statesecurities.plc.uk

Syscap John Allbrook 0208 254 1976  jallbrook@syscap.com

Tandem Invoice Finance Ltd Malcolm Piper 0845 618 8515 malcolmpiper@tandemuk.com

The Brooklin Partnership plc Stefanie Hall 01204 600 690 stefanie@brooklinpartnership.com

The Nottingham Building Society Gary Burrows 01159 564 653 gary.burrows@thenottingham.com

Tiuta Plc Georgina Lanario 0870 777 7205 GLanario@tiutaplc.com

Ultimate Finance Group Andrew Ribbins 0845 251 3030 aribbins@ultimateassetfinance.co.uk

United Trust Bank Ltd Roger Tidyman 0207 190 5555 info@utbank.co.uk

West One Loans Duncan Kreeger 03331 234 556 duncan@westoneloans.co.uk

Suppliers to the broking market

NACFB Partners 

Accept Cards Ltd, Dean Clough Mills, Halifax Yorkshire HX3 5AX, Richard Bradley 01422 382408;

richard.bradley@acceptcards.co.uk.

Global Currency Exchange Network, The Old Barn, Oasts Business Village, Red Hill, Wateringbury, Maidstone, Kent

ME18 5NN. Martin Cox 01622 816940.

Lloyd & Whyte Financial Services, Affinity House, Bindon Road, Taunton, Somerset TA2 6AA. Matthew Pyke, 01823

250701, m.pyke@lloydwhyte.com

Peninsula Business Services Ltd, The Peninsula, 2 Cheetham Hill Road, Manchester M4 4FB. Chris Povey, 0161 827

9915, chris.povey@peninsula-uk.com.

Riskdisk, Prospect House, Sherwood E Village, Ollerton, Notts, NG22 9SS. Kathryn Allan, 01623 869916,

info@riskdisk.com

Towergate Risk Solutions, Towergate House, 1 Canal Place, Leeds, Yorkshire, LS12 2DU. Darren Rowe, 0113 384

4091, richard.senior@towergate.co.uk

Technology Providers

The Nostrum Group. Simpson House Windsor Court Clarence Drive Harrogate HG1 2PE. T +44 (0) 8448 118 039. F +44

(0) 8442 097 164; enquiry@nostrumgroup.com.
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BVRLA leasing broker members

ABC Leasing Ltd Direct Cars UK Mann Island Finance

Academy Leasing Ltd Driven Leasing LLP Mill House Leasing

Active Vehicles DSG Auto Contracts Ltd Morgan Highfield and Land Ltd

Adept Vehicle Management Ltd Dynamic Vehicle Solutions Ltd Motoplan Ltd

Advanced Vehicle Contracts Eagle Oak Vehicle Contracts Multileasing Ltd

Advanced Vehicle Leasing (Stockton) Ltd Eiger Vehicle Leasing MW Vehicle Contracts

AFL (Fleet Management) Ltd First European Finance (Scotland) Ltd Nationwide Vehicle Contracts Ltd

Albion Vehicle Contracts Ltd First Vehicle Finance Ltd Neva Consultants LLP

Allied Vehicle Contracts First Vehicle Leasing New Approach Finance Ltd

Alpha Contracts Fleet Alliance Ltd Newbury Leasing

Alternative Route Finance Ltd Fleet Street Ltd Newgate Finance Ltd

Anthony K Associates Ltd Fleetdrive Management Ltd Next Vehicles Ltd

Applewood Vehicle Finance Ltd Four Counties Leasing Contract Hire Ltd North Staffs Leasing Ltd

Applied Leasing Ltd Freedom Vehicle Contracts Ltd Oak Leasing (UK) Ltd

ARI Fleet UK Ltd Fresh Start Credit Ltd OSV Ltd

AutoEase Vehicle Management Ltd Frontier Vehicle Leasing Ltd Oxford Vehicle Leasing Ltd

Autograph Contracts Ltd Fulton Network Ltd Pendle Vehicle Contracts Ltd

Automotive Funding Solutions Ltd GB Car Loans Ltd PHVC Ltd

Autoplan Vehicle Contracts Gateway2Lease Plan

Autorama UK Ltd GB Vehicle Contracts Professional Vehicle Solutions Ltd

B & B Vehicle Contracts Ltd Go For Finance Ltd Prospectus Vehicle Solutions 

Balgores Leasing Ltd Grange Services & Grange Court Leasing Purple Contracts

Benchmark Leasing Ltd GWA (UK) Ltd Scorpion Vehicle Management Ltd

Bentley Walker Vehicle Solutions Hawkins Fleet Management Ltd Silverstone Vehicle Management Ltd

Bestcarfinder Hawkriver Leasing Skyfleet Ltd

Blue Chilli Car Contracts Ltd Highland Vehicles Ltd Sprint Contracts Ltd

Blueroc Ltd Holmwood Leasing Ltd Synergy Automotive Ltd

Bowater Price Ltd Howlett Leasing The Leden Group Ltd

Business Car Contracts Industrial & Vehicle Leasing Ltd Tilsun Vehicle Contracts Ltd

Caledonian Independent Leasing Ltd Insight Vehicle Management Ltd Total Fleet Services Ltd

Cameron Clarke Leasing Ltd Jelf Commercial Finance Ltd UK Carline Ltd

Castle Vehicle Leasing Jet Vehicle Finance Ltd Vansdirect Ltd

CBVC Kingston Vehicle Leasing Ltd Vehicle Consulting Plc

CCLeasing Kudos Vehicle Management Vehicle Contracts Ltd

Central (UK) Vehicle Leasing Ltd Lease4Less Vehicles for Business

Central Contracts (SOT) Ltd Leasedirect Finance Ltd Vesource Ltd

Compass Contract Hire Ltd Leaseline Weblaine Ltd

Concept Vehicle Leasing Leaseline Vehicle Management Ltd Wessex Fleet Solutions Ltd

Countrywide Vehicle Contracts Ltd Leasing Options Ltd West Midland Vehicles Ltd

CVM Ltd LMC of Fareham Ltd & Lease National Whitewater Leasing Ltd

CVSL Ltd Logical Vehicle Management XLCR Vehicle Management Ltd

Demo Ltd Lookers Leasing direct Yorkshire Vehicle Finance

Low Cost Vans

Source: BVRLA Member Directory 2013
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